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Former USD basketball star sues universi
ALBERT SAMAHA
STAFF WRITFR

Trumaine
Johnson,
the starting point guard on
USD's 2008 NCAA Tour
nament team, filed a law
suit on March 9 against the
University of San Diego,
accusing the institution of
racial discrimination and
racial profiling. The suit
also targets USD basketball
coach Bill Grier, accusing
him of unfairly suspending
Johnson on two occasions
and making false state
ments about the reasons for
the suspensions.
The complaint "seeks
declaratory, injunctive and
monetary relief against the
University of San Diego
and its employees for en
gaging in and condoning
a continuing pattern and
[practice of racial discrimi
nation, racial profiling,
detentions and searches of
African American students
on the campus."

See JOHNSON, Page 20

MARTHA GRABAREK
R1IFSTWRITFR

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
Trumaine Johnson drives past defenders with ease during his 2007-2008 rookie campaign.

Community reacts to violent death of Poway jogger
KENDRA OSBURN
STAFF WRITFR

Chelsea
King,
a
17-year-old senior at Poway
High School, disappeared
during a run on Feb. 25.
Police officials, volunteers
and fans from her Facebook page gathered around
the clock to search for her.
They found her remains
five days later in a shallow
grave near Lake Hodges.
Through her Facebook
fan pages, MySpace and
text messages, friends,
teammates, classmates and

strangers drew together to
mourn the loss of the cross
country runner and French
hom player. Students at
Poway High School wore
orange shirts, King's favor
ite color, and bracelets with
her quotes to support King
and each other. Her memo
rial celebration was held
March 13 in Poway High
School's football stadium,
eight thousand sunflowers
were handed out.
This past weekend,
more than three thousand
San
Diegans
walked,
jogged or ran the three-

mile route that King never
finished. The group grieved
together, saying it was what
King would have wanted.
Kelly
King, Chelsea's
mother, cheered everyone
on as they finished their run
in Rancho Bernardo Com
munity Park, "taking back
the park as their own."
During the symbolic
run, organizers collected
over $5,100 in donations
for the Chelsea's Light
Foundation, the non-profit
organization created by her
parents, which is working
to strengthen laws pertain

ing to sex offenders.
John Gardner III, 30,
is the prime suspect for the
murder of King. Officials
arrested Gardner on Feb.
28 outside of a Mexican
restaurant in Escondido.
Gardner, who was living
with his mother in Rancho
Bernardo at the time of the
arrest, a mile from the park
where King went running,
is a registered sex offender
with a history of abusing
young women.
Last December, Gard
ner was accused of attack
ing another young jogger

in the same park. In 2000,
Gardner lured a 13-yearold girl into his home and
molested her. For these
offences he was sentenced
to six years in prison. He
served only five
years
before going on parole for
three years, which he vio
lated seven times.
The story is starting to
look and sound painfully
familiar. Amber Dubois,
14 years old at the time,
disappeared on her way to
school just over a year ago.
See KING, Page 2

Student activists publicly subsist on $2 per day

ANNE SLAGILL/THE VISTA
Microfinance Club members simulate poverty living conditions in front of the UC.

VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

On Tuesday the USD
Microfinance Club kicked
off their "Two-Dollar-aDav" Challenge to help

Seniors to
celebrate
at final
banquet

raise poverty awareness.
"I'll be sleeping on a
cardboard box on the lawn
in front of the UC," Gavin
Lightner said Tuesday at
the event kickoff.
According to activists,

the intent of the event is
to experience life the way
two billion poor people do
on a daily basis. During
the experiment, which ends
today, college students
live on no more than two

dollars per 24-hour period
and abide by various other
rules designed to simulate
poverty.
"I think our event will
have two major impacts,"
Lightner said. "First, we
will raise awareness of
poverty and second we will
raise money to help a Mexi
can woman who is trying to
start her own business."
The club hopes that
every participating and
observing student will see
how the other half of the
world lives.
"We have the oppor
tunity to give back and to
open our minds to how
other people live," Lightner
said.
The club said the goal
of the challenge is to bridge
the gap between different

socio-economic levels and
provide an accessible and
effective tool for poverty
awareness. By following
the
Two-Dollar-a-DayChallenge, the Microfi
nance Club hopes to raise
poverty awareness at USD.
In addition, they hope to
raise money for their mi
crofinance partner through
individual sponsorship of
the event.
The kickoff meeting
was held on March 22. All
students were given the
opportunity to register to
participate in the challenge.
The event had a $15 regis
tration fee, which covered
the two dollars a day for
three days, as well as a $9
donation to a struggling,
poverty-stricken entrepre
neur.

COUNTDOWN
DAYS UNTIL
EASTER

With the end of the
school year quickly ap
proaching, Alumni Re
lations and Associated
Students have announced
that they will hold a Senior
Banquet for graduating stu
dents. The event will take
place Friday, April 16 at the
Hard Rock Hotel in down
town San Diego.
"The senior banquet
is a chance for the class
of 2010 to commemorate
their USD experiences and
celebrate their accomplish
ments with their friends
and classmates," said Jeff
Clark, senior senator of As
sociated Students.
The banquet is a formal
sit down dinner, and cock
tail attire is recommended.
There will be a DJ for danc
ing, as well as drinks and
appetizers. The dinner will
also include a slideshow
of the senior class and an
awards ceremony that will
distinguish students,faculty
and administration within
the USD community.
"This event is great
because it is one of the
few times a majority of the
senior class is all together
before graduation," said
Sarah Evenskaas, associate
director of USD Alumni
Relations. "It's important to
us to support this tradition
and be there to welcome the
class into the USD alumni
family."
However, the campus
buzz about the banquet has
been rather minimal. When
asked about their atten
dance, many seniors said
they hadn't even heard of
the affair.
"Students
should
attend the senior banquet
because it is an ongoing tra
dition that has lasted many
years," Clark said. Alumni
Relations and Associated
Students predict that tickets
will sell quickly, so they
recommend seniors buy
theirs early.
"This event sells out
every year because so many
seniors want to come,"
Evenskaas said. "Don't
miss out."
Tickets are $30 per
person and each senior is
allowed to buy one ad
ditional ticket for a guest.
Tickets are on sale now at
sandiego .edu/futurealumni.
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Word of the Week:

"Laptop Laws"
When I started college I
thought 1'd use my laptop in every
class. I imagined myself nodding
enthusiastically at groundbreak
ing professor-wisdom, clattering
furiously at the keys, frightened
to miss a word of precious test
material.
Then I learned. Syllabus
after syllabus requested that I
leave my laptop at home. My
tool was a distraction, a nuisance
and, more to the point, it was for
bidden. So much for my dreams
of a highly efficient, perfectly
organized note-taking system.
I find it easier to study notes
I've taken on the computer. For
one thing, the sheer speed of
typing allows me to take down
copious details. I also have the
time and tools to organize the in
formation attractively when I'm
typing, which makes for easier
review come test time.
Best of all, when I'm creat
ing flashcards, I make use of the
"find" tool, to locate specific
words every time they appear in
the text. The results are quick and
helpful. I can't get enough.
So why are many USD
professors opposed to the use
of laptops in class? The Times
Online recently reported that lec
turers are banning laptops in the
classroom so that students will
not be "tempted to update their
Facebook page or play World of
Warcraft when they should be
listening."
Indeed, I've noticed students
browsing the web during class.
Even worse, people nearby tend
to let their eyes drift towards the
exciting screen rather than focus
on lecture.
Annoying as the situation is,
I doubt that these few bad eggs
are really worth a full-classroom
ban. The way I see it, there are
plenty of solutions that can work
for everyone.
If possible, people who plan
to use laptops should sit near the
back of class. This is especially
true for students who plan to surf
the web rather than type notes.
Neighboring students are less
likely to become distracted and
professors less likely to get ir
ritated.
Speaking of professors, I
know it must be disheartening
for them to see that their students
have lost focus, but maybe it
would be best to let a few go.
Inevitably, there are going to be
some disinterested, distracted
students in class who surf the
web,'but professors know best;
bad choices will be reflected in
grades.
If laptop abusers don't figure
out the folly of their ways after
the first exam, then they prob
ably deserve what's coming.
Why punish the folks who make
good use of laptops for these few
isolated cases?
The fact is, distraction will
find its way into the classroom
with or without*laptops. 1 think
the most lecturers should do is
push laptop abusers to the back
where they can't distract others.
There is no reason to ban a tool
that might be incredibly useful to
someone with the self-control to
use it properly.

1963 Alcatraz Prison in
San Francisco closes down.
At its peak period of use in
the 1950s, it housed over
200 inmates.

1983 The Pentagon begins
developing Mobility Multi
purpose Wheeled Vehicles
(MMWV), later to become
the modern Hummer.

1998 James Cameron's
"Titanic" ties the record for
most Oscar nominations,
and ties for most wins by
sweeping 11 categories.

1958 Elvis Presley is
inducted into the U.S. Army
at the age of 23. The induc
tion begins at 6 a.m. and is
held at his home, Graceland.

1933 President Hoover
accepts the newly com
missioned USS "Sequoia"
as the official presidential
yacht.

1987 Police raid the
Philadelphia home of Gary
Heidnik and find a tor
ture chamber where three
women were held captive.

1998 The Food and Drug
Administration approves
the drug Viagra, which was
originally studied to treat
cardiovascular disease.

1979 The worst accident in
the history of U.S. nuclear
power begins when a pres
sure valve at Three Mile
Island fails to close.
Source: History.com
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Chelsea's Life!
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There are also other offers of free self defense classes in other areas of SD
We wiii post later.
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school just over a year ago. Her
body was discovered shortly after
King's. Both King and Dubois
were 5'5", young, blue-eyed and
beautiful with strikingly similar
facial features. When Amber's
father heard about the arrest he
"strongly suspected" that Gardner
was also responsible for his daugh
ter's abduction. Gardner remains a
suspect in the Dubois case.
If convicted for the murder
of King, Gardner could face the
death penalty. A preliminary hear
ing will occur on Aug. 4.
As new information continues
to be uncovered and laws against
sex predators are re-examined,
the public continues to remem
ber and support these two young
women and their families. As their
Facebook fan page says, "You •
will never be forgotten, you have
inspired us all over the nation."

The Facebook community posts memories and poetry in rememberance of Chelsea King.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Google stops censoring search
results in China
Google announced Monday
that it has stopped censoring
search results in China. A post on
Google's official blog stated that it
had stopped running the censored
Google.cn version on Monday and
was directing Chinese users to an
uncensored version based in Hong
Kong. The announcement came
amid speculation that the search
company would pull out of China
entirely.
"We want as many people
as possible to have access to
our services, including users in
mainland China, yet the Chinese
government has been crystal clear
throughout our discussions that
self-censorship is a non-negotiable
legal requirement," Senior Vice
President David Drummond said
on the blog. Google hopes the ser
vice "will meaningfully increase
access to information for people
in China," Drummond wrote.
Google said it will be care
fully monitoring to see if access
to the website is blocked in main
land China. Reports from China
on Monday suggested that the
Chinese government was already
restricting access to the website.
"We very much hope the Chi
nese government respects our de
cision, though we are well aware

that it could at any time block
access to our services," Drum
mond stated.
Google's announcement had
been anticipated, due to a March
31 deadline for internet compa
nies to renew licenses to operate
in China, according to the Beijing
Communications Administration.
The blog post stated that Google
will continue research and devel
opment work in China, and main
tain a limited sales presence in the
countiy.

Toyota document warned deal
ers of throttle surging in 2002
Auto manufacturer Toyota
warned dealerships in 2002 that
Camry models were demonstrating
throttle surging and recommended
electronic control unit adjustments
to fix the problem, according to a
document acquired by CNN. The
bulletin went to every U.S. Toyota
dealership in August 2002 after
some customers reported that their
vehicles were accelerating unex
pectedly.
"Some 2002 model year
Camry vehicles may exhibit a
surging during light throttle input
at speeds between 38-42 mph," the
bulletin states. Toyota, the world's
largest automaker, has blamed ac
celeration surges on floor mats it
claims can trap accelerator pedals,

and recalled more than 2.3 mil
lion vehicles in January, citing
sticky accelerator pedals. Toyota
stated that independent testing did
not reveal any problems with its
electronic throttle controls. How
ever Clarence Ditlow, head of the
nonprofit Center for Auto Safety,
said the 2002 bulletin doesn't cite
mechanical issues. "If you look at
this document, it says electronics.
It says the fix is reprogrammed in
the computer," Ditlow stated.
The internal Toyota document
was given to CNN by a group
of attorneys who are seeking a
nationwide classaction lawsuit
against the automaker. Ditlow said
the document was hidden from
the public, not only by Toyota,
but also by the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration.
"The government is really hiding
this information from the con
sumer," Ditlow said. "They're in a
conspiracy with the auto industry
to keep these out of the public's
sight."

Obama signs healthcare bill
President
Obama
signed
health care reform legislation
into law on Tuesday, citing the
moment as an example of America
conquering major challenges for
the benefit of its people. The bill
represents the largest expansion

of federal healthcare in over four
decades. Its ratification was a huge
victory for Obama and Democrats
after an ongoing legislative battle
reaching back to the beginning of
his presidency.
No Republicans supported
the bill in the House or the Senate.
Democratic leaders needed a sepa
rate bill that details changes in the
new law in order to get enough
support from the House to pass
the bill.
"It's been easy at times to
doubt our ability to do such a big
thing, such a complicated thing,
to wonder if there are limits to
what we as a people can still
achieve," President Obama said.
He continued to state that "we are
a nation that does what is hard,
what is necessary, what is right."
Obama said he believes that the
bill delivered the "core principle
that everybody should have some
basic security when it comes to
their healthcare."
Republicans and social con
servatives are vowing to repeal
the law or have it declared uncon
stitutional. Attorney generals from
13 states filed a lawsuit against the
bill on Tuesday, claiming that it
is in violation of the Constitution
due to its mandate that people pur
chase coverage and the costs that
states are forced to accept.
Source: CNN
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PUBLIC SANi'lY REPORT

MAR19-MAR20

Location: SPORTS CENTER
BUILDING - NEAR THE POOL

Location: PALOMAR HALL

Location: WEST KIOSK

Location: UNIVERSITY CENTER

Mar. 20

Mar. 20

Mar. 19

Mar. 19

At 4:10 p.m., Public Safety responded
At 10:52 a.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of vandalism. Upon investiga to a report of a verbal altercation between
tion, an unknown individual had written two employees. This case has been referred
"SD Chargers For Life" in black ink on a to Human Resources.
toilet paper dispenser. General Services was
Mar. 19
contacted to remove the markings.
Location: SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA

Mar. 19

At 4:31 p.m., a Resident Director cited
one
student for carrying paraphernalia as
Location: MANCHESTER VILLAGE
'
sociated with alcohol (a beer bong).
At 11:19 a.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of throwing knives being found Mar. 19
in a residence hall room. Upon investiga Location: ALCALA VISTAS E LOT
tion, RAs had been conducting routine
At approximately 3:25 p.m., a Public
health and safety checks, when they discov
ered three throwing knives in a corkboard Safety officer observed a motorcycle on its
inside a resident's room. The knives were side. Upon investigation, an unknown ve
confiscated, and this case has been referred hicle had hit the motorcycle, causing it to
fall resulting in moderate damage.
to Student Discipline.

MAIN

At 3:04 a.m., Public Safety responded
At 2:16 p.m.. Public Safety responded to
to a report of an individual that was knock
ing on a resident apartment's window. The a report of offensive music that was playing
subject was determined to be a guest of a in the Sports Center complex area. A song
resident student, and was under the influ unedited for offensive comment was played
ence of alcohol. SDPD was contacted and during an RHA-sponsored event. This case
has been referred to Residential Life.
assumed custody of the individual.

Mar. 20

Mar. 20

Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA WAY

At 1:46 p.m., Public Safety responded
to a burglary report. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual had removed a radar
detector from a student's vehicle that had
been left secured with the windows rolled
slightly down. There were no signs of forced
entry.

At 10:51 p.m., Public Safety responded
to a report of possible domestic violence. A
student and his non-student girlfriend had
allegedly engaged in a verbal altercation,
during which time the student allegedly
grabbed the female's wrist. The student was
later determined to be too intoxicated to care
for himself and was transported to Detox
(BAC .18)

Location: MISSION PARKING STRUC
TURE

Students seek to raise awareness about hurtful speech
CHRISTINA SEARS
STAFF WRITFR

On March 3, the End the R-Word Cam
paign visited USD and campuses across the
country with hopes of spreading a message.
Following their slogan of "Spread the Word
to End the Word," students sought out to
teach their peers the importance of consid
ering the terms they use and the hurt they
may cause.
Used commonly in everyday lan
guage, the word "retarded" can be heard
on campus, in the dorms or in the movies.
According to activists, the impact of its use
can be profoundly damaging. The goal of
the campaign is to educate USD students
and others about the social prejudices that
people with physical and mental disabilities
confront.
Junior Erin Gaughan, one of the stu
dents who brought the campaign to USD,
heard about the movement at a Best Bud
dies conference. At the event, flyers and
stickers were passed out and USD students
were invited to sign a banner to certify their
pledge to end use of the r-word. On the
national front, they also had a laptop ready
for individuals to sign the pledge online at
r-word .org.
Gaughan said they had hoped for a
bigger event, but due to scheduling changes

they were unable to meet their goal. Next
year they hope to spread even more aware
ness through speakers, and one in particu
lar.
Kevin Carosella "is a 25-year-old with
Down Syndrome who spoke at our 'Includ
ing Samuel' event last semester and I think
it would be beneficial for people to hear
how hurtful the r-word truly is from some
one who has a disability," Gaughan said.
The campaign, which is supported by
organizations like Special Olympics and
Best Buddies International Inc. has en
dorsed the message through "Spread the
Word" shirts, celebrity endorsements and a
YouTube page for viewers to become more
informed. Celebrities such as "Scrubs"
actor John C. McGinley, Lisa Rinna, Joe
Jonas and Johnny Knoxville have contrib
uted videos on their own experiences with
the use of the r-word.
Knoxville, who is known for outra
geous pranks and crude jokes, explained that
while filming "The Ringer" several years
ago he learned the impact of the r-word. "I
don't think most people say it to be mean-or
insensitive, they've just never thought about
it; but it is mean and insensitive," he said.
Gaughan said she encourages interest
ed students to visit the campaign's website
at r-word .org, make the national pledge and
join the Facebook group.

Alternatives
To the "R" Word
S i l l y , d u m b , v a p i d ,
unintelligent, obtuse, dull-witted,
incompetent,idiotic,
fool,moron,thickheaded,
ignorant,

flake,

irrational,

v a c u o u s , i m b e c i l e ,
d

o

l

t
L0RA SF0RZA/THE VISTA

The Vista staff suggests these words rather than the offensive r-word.

Dear Jilla: The heartfelt confessions of a closet NASCAR fan
I know there are mixed feelings
about this and a lot of people just don't
understand but I just can't pull myself
away. I need help figuring out how to get
others to accept me for this but... I think
I'm becoming a NASCAR fan.

JULIAN ANTHONY
MANAfllNP, FPITOR

- Confused in Camino

Dear Jilla,
So these past two weeks have been
difficult for me. I've been trying out
something new, something that my
friends and family don't really accept me
for. I can't even summon the courage to
tell my father about this.

THE VISTA
Editorial - 619.260.4584
Business --619.206.47I4
www.thcusdvista.com

Oh, dear. I feel at a loss to speak about
something I am so little informed of and
so highly socially prejudiced against, but 1
am going to do my best to give as impartial
an opinion as I possibly can. Perhaps I will
pretend you are asking about being a fan of
something else that is considered less than
socially acceptable, like a college-aged
female playing Final Fantasy (something 1
may or may not know a little about).

Like an innovative young rapper named
Drake once said, "You just do you, 1'ma do
me." I have always been and will always be
a huge fan of me, and you should be a huge
fan of you. And me. Whatever makes you
happy in life, as long as it causes no direct
harm to others, should be what you strive
toward. So what if many people picture
NASCAR fans with a Confederate flag and
a lack of front teeth? No matter what you
do, there will always be haters, and there
will always be someone out there trying
to make themselves seem better than you.
Don't let them! Live by the wise words of
San Diego legend Jason Mraz, "Live high.
Live mighty. Live righteously."
As long as you don't actually morph
into a raving redneck, I think you can make
a real difference in the NASCAR commu
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nity by defying the stereotype.

Send what is currently grind
ing your gears or your burning
questions to Jilla at janthony@
usdvista.com.

Want to be the
next Jilla?
contact:
aslagill@usdvista.com

The Vista publication is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues generated by advertising and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for information purposes only and is not
to be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such com
mercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located on the fourth
floor of the Student Life Pavilion in room
403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:
The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

The first copies of the newspaper
are complimentary, all copies thereafter
are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in this publica
tion are not necessarily those of The Vista
staff, the University of San Diego or of its
student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submit
ted to The Vista office. Letters should
be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes, USD
identification numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be con
sidered for publication unless otherwise
stated.
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Environmental Network initiates Earth Week celebration

DEANNA SCHULTZ/THE VISTA

ties related to environmen
tally conscious practices.
The group is open to every
one and meets every Tues
day at 12:15 p.m. on the
patio behind the UC, near
One-Stop. According to the
EN, Earth Week will bring
together the campus com
munity and help everyone
to become more educated
about taking care of the en
vironment.
"Earth Week is such
a great opportunity to pull
together all the resources of
what is currently happening
on the USD campus and to
educate our students, facul
ty, staff and alumni on what
they can do to help make
a difference," Christina
Thomson, Director of the
Experiential Learning and
Adventure Center (ELAC)
and member of the EN, said.
"There are so many ways to
get involved, so it is nice to
pull everyone together for a
variety of events."
Thomson went on to
explain how the EN was
formed. "There have always
been faculty, staff, alumni
and students interested in
working to bring awareness
to environmental educa

Earth
Day
wasn't
enough for USD's green
team so, thanks to the ef
forts of the Environmental
Network, the university
will be celebrating an entire
Earth Week.
Earth Week will begin
on Sunday, April 18. It will
be overseen by the EN,
which is a collaboration of
students, faculty, staff and
alumni who come together
to share information about
programs, events, trainings
and educational opportuni

tion on the USD campus,"
Thomson said. "I felt like
I was having the same con
versations over and over
with different people from
different facets at USD,
so, about two years ago, I
decided to create the portal
group and invite the first
group of people to attend.
Since then, every member
has added to the group, in
vited new people and it has
evolved into what we have
now."
The ELAC also sells
Earth Boxes, which encour
age people to grow their
own herbs and vegetables.
The center offers education
al workshops and classes,
and connects people to
programs in the greater San
Diego community. Leave
No Trace certification, a
national training course in
environmental skills and
ethics, is also available
through the center.
The final schedule for
Earth Week has not been
finalized. The program web
site, sandiego.edu/explore,
will be updated when events
are confirmed and the full
schedule will be available at
UC 136 during Earth Week.

Confirmed Events:
Sunday, April 18:

- Earth Fair at Balboa Park. Campus trams
will run to/from Balboa all day.

Tuesday, April 20:

- Sustainability Living Expo and Intern
Fair, SLP patio, 11 - 2 p.m.
- Viewing of movie, "Peddle Power," with
discussion lead by a USD Professor, at the
Experiential Learning & Adventure Center,
UC 129

Wednesday, April 21:

- Farmers Market at USD campus as well as
a trip from Learning & Adventure Center,
UC 129, to the Pacific Beach Farmers
Market from 5:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, April 22:

- "Waste Awareness Day" hosting an Ewaste collection site, dumpster dive and
Greenest Resident contest.

Friday, April 23:

- Friday night will be the biggest event. It
will be located in the Valley outside Mis
sion Crossroads and will include activities,
events and food for students. There may
also be a movie outside of the SLP at dusk.

Write for The Vista!
Staff meetings every Tuesday 12:30 in SLP 403B
•Improve writing skills and earn units*
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• #7 - Professors Rock-Legally Speaking

• Administrators are "incredibly
receptive to student ideas."
• Classes are taught by "some
of the most knowledgeable
people in the country."

• One is a Nobel laureate in economics

• "Students participate with
top scholars in the actual
representation of clients in
cases of constitutional import."

• Six are former clerks to
U.S. Supreme Court justices

• Professors "give career advice
and provide contacts."

92.5% of alumni are employed within
nine months after graduation

• "Incorporates courses from its
prestigious College of Film."

10:1 Student to Faculty Ratio
45 Full-Time Faculty

7 clinical programs: entertainment,
military justice, immigration, domestic
violence, constitutional jurisprudence,
dispute resolution and appellate law
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And here's what
our students are saying:

www.chapman.edu/law
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President Obama saves the uninsured
Police will not drag you away
from
your home until long after
STAFF WRITER
the 2012 presidential elections.
In an extraordinary act The health insurance reform bill
of bipartisanship, Our Lord carried a clear message to young
Obama, elected by more than people: "It is now time for you to
60 million Americans, has man pay your fair share of someone
aged to pass a bill that 180 mil else's healthcare costs."
The healthcare bill recently
lion oppose without the aid of a
single non-Democrat vote. He passed by the House of Represen
has funded his health insurance tatives also includes a provision
takeover with a tax on all invest to stop greedy corporations from
ment and employment in the charging those with expensive
conditions
more
country, along with a large tax preexisting
on expensive health insurance money for health insurance.
plans purchased by working Skeptics might incorrectly ask,
Americans, somewhat keeping "Hey, I quit smoking to keep
his promise to not raise taxes on my premiums down, what's in it
any American making less than for me, pal?" These fools don't
realize the bounty that has fallen
$250,000.
He has saved insured from heaven: why quit smoking
Americans from the ruthless at when insurance companies have
tacks of those who cannot afford to cover you regardless of your
to insure themselves, and the choices? Light up, friends! This
large negative externality that gravy train runs straight through
arises from such a predicament, Marlboro Country.
Facing the status quo of in
by threatening them with prison
time if they do not choose to creasing costs, large insurance
purchase the healthcare they companies and unaffordable care,
B. H. Obama has laughed at crit
cannot afford.
At this historic moment, a ics and seized an unprecedented
less informed, uninsured reader opportunity to bend the cost curve
might be thinking to himself, upwards and ensure that health
"By God, 1 don't have insurance! insurance premiums increase this
Will I be dragged to the gulags?" year and forever more.
Progressives can happily say
Fret not, comrade. Uncle Barry
thought this through. He has goodbye to the savage days when
relented and given you a long healthcare transactions were made
warning, in the form of a tax voluntarily, and smile at the pros
increase, to start earning more pect of an enlightened future. No
money so that you have the longer will citizens have to think,
means to purchase a Govern "Are the costs of health insurance
ment Approved Insurance Plan. premiums worth the possible

MICHAEL HAMILTON

Pencils
Consider the humble pencil.
It seems so simple, so ordinary,
so indestructible. We hardly give
a second thought to what it takes
to make a pencil; the energy and
knowledge that are required to
assemble required resources and
morph them into something rec
ognizable as the ubiquitous writ
ing utensil of the student.
We never doubt as to the
availability of a pencil. We never
expect that there could be a
disruption in the pencil supply.
Why would the bookstore not
have plenty of them, ready to be
sharpened and directly dulled in
the completion of scholarly ex
ercises.
Why is it so difficult for us
to grasp these realities? And, why
is it so interesting that if we were
to ask any one individual who
contributes to the production of
a pencil, hardly one would be
able to explain how to actually
make one from graphite rock to
finished product?
The answer is two-fold. It is
found in the beauty of the market
and the sublimity of prices as
indicators and transmitters of
dispersed knowledge. Through
the mutual cooperation of a di
versity of individual laborers,
who focus on the accomplish
ments of their own unique and
specialized tasks, there emerges
an order that accomplishes the
unbelievable.
Graphite miners excavate
the rock; loggers fell the trees;
latex farmers collect the rubber
for the eraser. Each focuses on
the task at hand, specializing in
some regard to perfecting his
own contributive component. No
one member of this living chain
knows the particular circum
stances of another, yet all are
systematized in a global dance
of human action and industry.
F. A. Hayek once wrote that
the "curious case of economics
is to demonstrate to men how
little they actually know about
what they imagine they can
design." No one man is capable
of sitting down and gathering the
totality of information required
to produce a pencil. Nor would
it be possible for that same man
to design the production process.
Instead, it has to organically
come about as a matter of trialand-error, of human experience.
The ideas behind this story
of the pencil culminate in the
theory of spontaneous order. It's
something that, while abstract on
paper, is not only concrete in the
real world, but all around us.
Open your eyes and see the
emerging order of the created
world. See how birds flock as
one, how honeybees go about
the life of the hive, and how the
global price economy continues
to shift.
At once man is diminished
to nothingness in the sight of a
grand and outside order. Yet,
man is also glorified individually
in his importance as actor and
agent, as one of countless build
ers contributing to the ordering
of the universe without design
ing it or knowing that he is even
building.

benefits?" No, sir. Now a polite
man with a gun will be available
to make you an offer you cannot
refuse. Not only will Americans
now have the
natural
right
guaranteed
by human
dignity to
health
care en
sured by
the overwhelmi n g

force of government, but that
government stands ready to
ensure that this right is exercised
by all.
The coming years look bright.
Now that our leaders in Washing
ton have freed us from the whims
of the market, we can Hope for
the day when our quest for
Social Justice will lead us to
even greater triumphs.
Lord willing, Papa Barack
will put an end to the wasteful
competition of insurance com
panies that exists under the
new legislation and takeover
healthcare once and for all.
Single payer, baby.
Finally we will
have a health system
with the efficiency
of the United
States Postal
Service, the
•«% j
sensitiv-

jMmmk

f-/ .

ity o f t h e

Internal
Revenue
\"V ?-ti Service,
the fi
nancial
stability
of Social
Security and
the
attention
to
customers'
needs
demon
strated daily by
the Department of
Motor Vehicles.
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"Political correctness" isn't freedom of speech
BRENT TUTTLE

AD MANAGFR

In a recent interview with
VICE Magazine, Karl Lagerfield, a man many refer to as
the creative engineer behind the
global luxury brand Chanel, was
quoted as saying, "You want to
create boredom? Be politically
correct in your conversation...
don't bother other people with
conversation about being politi
cally correct, because that's the
end of everything." Truer words
have never been spoken.
The selectively manufac
tured, hypersensitive and overcoddled concept of "political
correctness" holds about as
much validity as anything that
would come out of a NASCAR
fan 157 laps, six cold Budweisers and a chili dog later. It
forces people to peer at impor
tant issues from one side, their
own, and to diminish any real
judgments. In a sense, political
correctness is a platform for
propaganda.
As many of you now know,
I am supposedly a male chau
vinist pig, who only cares about
sex, while also advocating
domestic violence, racism and
a treasure chest of other "politi
cally incorrect" behaviors. I am,
of course, referring to an article
The Vista published in which I
identified some of the flaws and
snippets of hypocrisy contained
in Women's History Month,
along with gender equality.
Getting an article to press
can only be compared to a Bin
Laden-lookalike trying to pass
through airport security. My

words were poked, prodded and
screened, and when the rubber
glove finally came off, the ar
ticle still got a sandstorm of fecal
matter thrust upon it. Not only did
The Vista have to appease overly
dramatic feminists by including a
disclaimer promising a response,
but as soon as the article hit the
web, any real reaction to the ar-

our society? Do you think it
would have been difficult for a
woman to get an article published
that whimpered about how men
and their oppressive colleagues
make it impossible for women to
be viewed as anything aside from
a derivative of lunch meat?
This is especially true on our
campus. Some claim that "minor-

66
jj
Some claim that "minority
status is a matter of power
and not simply a numbers
game. They argue that even
though this campus is dom
inated by women, men still
hold the power. This is a lie.
55
tide was shut down. This was,
of course, because the majority
of comments posted online ex
pressed support for my opinions,
or at least the freedom to express
them.
In the end, someone found a
way to shut down that comment
board and, eventually, the com
ment box for all articles.
How often do we all have the
misfortune of hearing Tyra Banks
or some other over-compensated
cry-baby bash on men and their
"sleazeball tactics" that plague

ity" status is a matter of power,
and not simply a numbers game.
They argue that even though this
campus is dominated by women,
men still hold the power. This is
a lie.
Consider
the
following
power brokers on campus and
take note that they are all women:
President Mary Lyons, Board
President Darlene Shiley, General
Counsel Kelly Douglas, Provost
Julie Sullivan, Dean Mary Boyd,
Dean Paula Cordeiro, Dean
Sally Hardin and Vice President

Carmen Vazquez. This is only
among the administration. Let's
not forget the number of female
department heads and countless
support staff in the offices and
ministries who are women.
Now, let's take this argument
out of the minor league and play
with the big boys. Did you have
a chance to see "Hillary Clinton
Exposed," a documentary that
was released during the last pres
ident election? Clinton was able
to ban it from movie theaters.
I proudly own this film and
will distribute it to anyone seek
ing truth because it exposes poli
ticians, especially those who look
clean-cut, as dirtier than anything
that's ever wrapped its legs
around a pole at Larry Flynt's
Hustler Club.
While Clinton may have suc
cessfully banished her film from
the local cinema, hardly a media
outlet or comedian didn't collect
a paycheck for roasting President
Bush. There were several feature
films, infinite articles and even a
weekly television show devoted
to tearing up our Commander-inChief emeritus.
Though I don't necessarily
mind the ridicule and derision of
Bush, I am perplexed as to how
the Left can possibly hold such a
double-standard. It's open season
on Bush, but Hilary is a sacred
cow. And, let's not even talk
about Obama.
The world is a rough place
and the longer we enable the
weakest links of our society, the
slimmer the chances of survival.
Play ball or get off the court.
Don't hide behind "political cor
rectness."
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Letters to the Editor: Tuttle, taxes and website comments
Dear Editor:
In The Vista's last issue, you ran an
opinion piece by Andres Barraza that
argued taxation was one's "patriotic
duty." Taxes are by no means one's "pa
triotic duty." Some of the taxes we pay
are, however, a civic duty in return for
such services as Andres describes in his
article.
Yet there are others too: federal and
state income taxes, sales taxes, specified
product taxes, gains taxes, entitlement
taxes (getting a big bonus, inheriting
money or serving in the military), not to
mention a long list of specific taxes and
"fees" your readers can look up on their
own. Barraza rather ignorantly assumes
that the money the government receives
in taxes is taken simply for paving streets
or providing public education. Nothing
could be further from the truth. Ever hear
of the general fund? Take a moment to
look where your Social Security tax is
going. I assure you, it isn't being saved
for your retirement.
Ironically, Barraza prefaces his argu
ment by acknowledging that his contribu
tion from a "meek student paycheck" is
simply that: meek. By the end of my six
years in the Marine Corp, my tax burden
was extensive, with most of my pay being
non-taxable as it is. And, I am not upper
class.
People who argue for "small govern
ment" are in no way speaking about the
military or the Pentagon, but about the
bloated, inefficient and wasteful bureau
cratic monsters that are tax-funded civil
ian enterprises. Having worked with them
for the last seven years, I can say that
from personal experience.
"Patriotic duty" sounds sexy coming
out of President Obama's mouth, but it is
simply a talking point used by non-answer
politicians to avoid answering why they
spend our money on everything but what
taxes are for.
My advice to Barraza is to actually
pay taxes before praising them; serve in
the military before claiming to know what
or who is qualified to run it; attend a rally
before stereotyping all protesters. Or,
maybe just stop watching MSNBC.
Philip Hoskinson
Class of 2012

Dear Editor:
Your opinion writers receive the same
education as I do; you will forgive me if
I expect them to prove that. "Too often,
individuals refuse to listen to what their
fellows have to say, simply casting aside
their arguments as 'hate speech' or the
ravings of a bigot," wrote Ryan Mulvey
a few weeks ago. I have the intellectual
capacity to appreciate and absorb opin
ions that differ from mine, I just expect
them to come from a place of education,
not shock-value.
If The Vista wants to publish an arti
cle challenging feminism, or more specifi
cally, Women's History Month, someone
should be chosen that has not used belit
tling and violent language toward women
within the last week and is willing to use
sources besides celebrity news and his
own Friday night escapades.
If someone were to use Lachey and
Simpson's breakup to portray sexism in
our society, they would be far more suc
cessful than Tuttle's use of the event. It
had absolutely nothing to do with 'reverse
sexism,' a concept sometimes formed by
uninformed people. Lachey was mocked
for requesting alimony because women
are kept in a box of dependence and soci
ety was uncomfortable with a woman ob
taining that much power in a relationship.
In terms of Tuttle's education, I am
saddened that he doesn't understand 'mi
nority.' Minority status is not dependent
on population, but power control. Our

university may only be 30-40 percent men,
but I would have loved to see research on
the gender ratios of teachers, administration
and student leaders. In other words, posi
tions of power.
Tuttle's insinuation that educating
people about eating disorders and similar
devastations results in women looking
"weak, insecure and dependent" is a dis
gusting argument. Tuttle owes the lives lost
to eating disorders and domestic violence
more respect; a respect which the Women's
Center works to foster on this campus.
Nothing proves sexism is still on this
campus like this article. In the future, if The
Vista prints an article that is going to inten
tionally offend, hurt and degrade an entire
minority group, at least try to do it with
some research or class. And for the record, I
have never allowed a guy to buy me a drink.
And I split checks with my boyfriend.
Cynthia Duncan
Class of 2012

Dear Editor:
This letter is in response to the con
troversy surrounding Brent Tuttle's recent
article.
Tuttle is an extremely entertaining
writer. Although I understand why some
women may feel threatened or displeased by
his articles, I absolutely adore them. In fact,
Tuttle is a breath of fresh air and the only
reason I read The Vista. His last article con
cerning Women's History Month was one of
my favorites, and I am extremely frustrated
that the Women's Center is making such a
fuss.
Tuttle's article, an opinion, contains
nothing that is not common knowledge
to all. Is it not true that there is an over
whelming female-male ratio at USD? Isn't
it true that there is no Men's Center? I am
astounded that women are offended by a
man writing an article encouraging them to
move forward, establishing themselves as
equals.
I completely agree with Tuttle. Cel
ebrating Women's History Month with
anti-domestic violence and eating disor
der advertisements is not celebrating the
historical accomplishments of women.
Instead, it highlights the weaknesses of the
female sex. It would be ignorant to suggest
that there are no substantial differences and
advantages to being male or female. Isn't
Tuttle allowed to clearly show these differ
ences? If someone disagrees, he or she need
not read the article.
There are advantages to being a woman.
Some fight stereotypes and become CEOs;
some feed stereotypes and use their sexu
ality to advance in life. What each woman
does is her decision alone. This is Tuttle's
observation. If the Women's Center doesn't
like this, they should encourage women
to behave differently. Stifling Tuttle is not
going to change the way women behave; re
moving him from the paper will only make
it more dull.
Tuttle outlines his weakness when it
comes to the female gender, further high
lighting the power women have over men.
How could this possibly frustrate a center
dedicated to the empowerment of women?
He praises the women who have success
fully broken barriers, encouraging the rest
to emulate such women. If anything, the
Women's Center should hire Tuttle for logi
cally describing these gender differences so
simply.
If anyone on campus should realize
Tuttle's valid points, it should be the staff
of the Women's Center. The controversy
around this article does not reflect sexism
on the USD campus, it reflects the closemindedness of the Women's Center, a place
this woman will never visit.
Nina Brunello
Class of 2011

Dear Editor:
It was upsetting last week to peer into
The Vista and glance at unwarranted hate
speech geared towards my favorite writer,
Brent Tuttle. The Women's Center far over
stepped their boundaries in accusing Tuttle
of promoting domestic violence. Further
more, the quotations used were either taken
out of context or simply irrelevant.
Tuttle might not conform to the candycoated norms of USD with his views and
opinions, but he brings relevant points to
the table with a unique sense of charm and
wit. People who become frustrated with
his well-versed words are simply falling
victim to his brutal honesty, as he continues
to break barriers and discuss topics which
most people do not have the courage to do.
Nevertheless, his pieces are no worse than
any liberal bashings from the Left our citi
zens have grown accustomed to tolerating.
Regardless of your thoughts on Tuttle,
there is no denying that he has enhanced
our student community by bringing relevant
and passionate discussions to the campus
through his work. His weekly allotments of
altered perceptions offer a unique insight
accompanied by an equal dose of entertain
ing humor.
Prior to Tuttle joining The Vista staff,
very few people peered at the stacks of
newspapers distributed every Thursday
morning. Now, students eagerly check
every week to examine what Tuttle, along
with his aspiring peers at The Vista, have
weighed in on.
Can he be controversial? Yes. ButTuttle
is not the villain that certain special interest
groups and infantile professors make him
out to be through their ill-stated, unpro
fessional biases. In my eyes, Brent Tuttle
serves as a refreshing outlook for what was
once a parched platform.
Collin Phillips
Class of 2010

Dear Editor:
I find it concerning that the online com
ment section of Brent Tuttle's recent article
concerning Women's History Month has
been disabled.
As an alumnus, I do not continue to
read The Vista to keep abreast of fleetingly
popular internet sites, reality TV or current
civic or sports related issues. Nor did I read
it for that purpose while I attended USD.
The Vista is a student publication and the
representative voice of students. I would
like to think that my four years at USD
taught me more than how to follow pop cul
ture trends and collegiate sports. One of the
most valued aspects of my USD education
was the development of a discerning, critical
and open mind. USD promotes these very
values in their mission statement by striving
to instill in students "the highest standards
of intellectual inquiry." An opinion piece
from a dissenting voice from the stereotypi
cal USD apathetic, privileged, opinionless
norm is refreshing and compelling.
It is pretty obvious that I am not alone
in this opinion. As far as I can tell, Tuttle's
article generated far more comments than
any other article from any other section.
Isn't that what a student publication should
strive for? To spark intelligent, relevant dia
logue amongst its student body?
I understand the publication and the
university both have a responsibility to
promote themselves as diverse and under
standing, as is so often promoted in campus
advertising. However, after reading Tuttle's
article, I could not find a degrading word
about women and certainly nothing close to
the acts of ignorance and hate going on at
UCSD.
I am voicing these concerns because I
hope The Vista will continue to take in the
opinion of anyone who has the ability to
rouse interest, emotion and discussion about
a particular issue portrayed in a respectful
and responsible manner, no matter whether

that opinion differs from popular opinion.
Please do not muzzle such voices.
Nick Huskins
Class of 2009

Dear Editor:
After reading Brent Tuttle's opinion
piece on Women's History Month, I had
at least the following two reactions: First,
it made me really sad. Second, it made me
think that USD has failed Tuttle in his edu
cation. These reactions are not necessarily
separable. Tuttle seems to believe that we
live in a world of mostly gender equality,
and any need to highlight the achievement
of women, as a group, is a distant thing
of the past (you know, way back "when"
women were unequal).
Although I don't have the space here
to highlight the empirical facts of wom
en's continued inequality the globe over,
including the United States, I would like
to just draw attention to some relevant
facts and invite Tuttle and anyone who is
sympathetic to his views to do some re
search. Women make up two-thirds of the
people living in poverty throughout the
world, and this is due to gender inequality.
Nobel Prize-winning economist Amartya
Sen has noted that there are 100 million
"missing women" the globe over due to
conditions of gender inequality.
If Tuttle would like to express his
"opinion" on the status of women, he
should first dwell in the realm of facts. I
would encourage him to go to un.org and
examine the empirical data, i.e., facts, not
opinions, regarding gender inequality.
As for the United States, we surely have
more gender equality that many other na
tions. Yet, we do not live in a gender equal
society. The women graduating from USD
this year are likely to earn 75 percent of
what men graduating USD will earn, and
this is for the same job. That income gap
will increase as both men and women
move through their careers, and research
shows that this is due to conditions of
gender inequality in the workplace and in
the home. Ninety percent of all victims of
sexual violence are women; 99 percent of
the perpetrators are male. Sexual violence
is both a product of and an instance of
gender inequality. To treat this lightly, or
to dismiss it as exaggerated, represents a
level of misogyny I would like to believe
no USD student is capable of.
So, Mr. Tuttle, I invite you to take a
women's and gender studies class or to
sit down and talk with me. At least then
you will know the facts and will be able
to form a reasoned opinion based on facts
and not simply spew unfounded beliefs
which damage our USD community. Feel
free to stop by my office hours any time.
Dr. Lori Watson
Director of Women's and Gender Studies
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Letters to the Editor
The Vista encourages letters to the editor
from students, faculty, staff,
administration and the community.
Correspondance should be sent to
letters@usdvista.com.
They will go directly to the editor-inchief and the opinion editor.
Submissions should be limited to 300
words and must include verifiable
contact information. Letter content is
subject to editing for clarity and style.
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The Vista does not publish anonymous
letters, those addressed to a third party
or letters in poor taste.

The views expressed in the Opinion Section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Women's history reminds us what is left to accomplish
Countless women, past and present, are a witness to oppression and a promise for the future
HILARY COULSON
LAURA VAUGHN
DR. VICTORIA DE LA TORRE
GUEST WRITFRS
Women's History Month matters and
is, indeed, necessary. Rather than acting as
polarizing agents, Women's History Month
and women's centers are intended to educate
individuals about the history of legal and
cultural oppression that women have en
dured since the founding of the United
States. While there has been much progress,
there are still underlying issues that prevent
women from achieving full equality of rights.
These are also intended to honor the many
women who fought valiantly to ensure that
women were seen as human beings first and
foremost, entitled to the same objectives of
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness as
any male citizen of the United States.
Let's begin at the beginning. Since the
signing of the Declaration of Independence
and the adoption of the Constitution, women
have been denied their rights as citizens.
Throughout the 19th century, women such as
Sara Grimke, Lucy Stone, Susan B. Anthony
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton all endeavored
to have women recognized as citizens with
the same rights guaranteed to them as men.
The Declaration of Independence established
the right to life, liberty and happiness, and
yet women were denied the right to pursue
an education, a profession or anything other
than marriage and motherhood. The Decla
ration was premised on the political ideology
of the rights of the governed. Yet, women had
no means by which to consent to the laws that
they were bound to obey.
Marriage laws were perhaps the most
egregious offense to a woman's liberty and
dignity. Upon marriage, a women's real and
personal property, and any wages earned,
became the property of her husband. If a
husband sought to "correct" his wife, she
had no legal recourse to his beatings. If a
husband sought to leave his wife, he could
take the children, leaving the women with
no legal recourse. If she ran away, he could
hunt her down like a dog, bring her home and
imprison her in the household. Consider that
it was not until 1980 that the Supreme Court
struck down a Louisiana law that permitted
a husband to unilaterally dispose of marital
property.

The right to vote was a central issue for
women throughout the 19th and early 20th
century, and it wasn't until 1920 that Con
gress amended the Constitution to grant suf
frage to women, a right that they should have
had since the foundation of the country.
A key component of the 14th amend
ment is the Equal Protection Clause, which
guarantees all citizens equal protection under
the law. However, since its adoption, the
Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld laws
which discriminated against women in areas
of employment and benefits. It was not until
the 1970s that the Court began to strike down
laws that unfairly discriminated against
women. To this day, the Supreme Court up
holds laws with discriminatory effects against
women in cases of physical difference and
motherhood. This is one reason why an equal
rights amendment is necessary.
Women's voting rights came at a very
high cost. During the suffrage campaign,
women were beaten and attacked for simply
carrying banners demanding their rights as
American citizens. Police let violent mobs
attack the women, hit, spit and throw ob
jects. It was the women who were jailed for
exercising their constitutional right to peti
tion and to express themselves. While in jail
they were often put in solitary confinement,
sometimes sent to the mental ward, and often
beaten. It is during Women's History Month
that we honor the memory of women who
fought so valiantly and showed such cour
age in the face of adversity. Without them,
women today would not enjoy the freedoms
that they do.
However, women are still barely receiv
ing recognition for their services to their
country.
Most notably, WASPS (Women Air
force Service Pilots) were finally given the
Congressional Gold Medal for their service
during WWII. These women ferried aircraft,
towed targets, and filled positions so that men
could be freed up for combat. They were
never given military status and the thirtyeight women who died for their country had
no military honors, no flags on their coffins
and no recognition. Their remains were trans
ported at the family's expense or often with
donations from other WASPs. They were dis
banded in 1944 without even a simple thank
you. It is fitting that they received this recent
honor during Women's History Month.

& Fearless indomitmu
WOMANHOOD

A FEARLESS INDOMITABLE
RACE."
WILL/A** ROOHEY.
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New York suffragettes march in the 1921 St. Patrick's Day Parade for equal rights.
Women's History Month should ab
solutely highlight the accomplishments of
women throughout history, but contemporary
issues need to be handled as well in order to
educate and inspire women to take action
to change the society we live in which still
has patriarchal and unequal treatment of the
sexes. Women need to be aware of staggering
statistics concerning rape, a prevalent prob
lem still entrenched in our society and one
that plagues college campuses in particular.
According to the Rape, Abuse and Incest
National Network, one in six women will be
raped in their lifetime and women in college
are four times as likely to be raped. Sexual
assault in America occurs every two minutes
and 60 percent of these assaults go unre
ported. Seventy-three percent of rape victims
know their assailant_and only six percent of
the assailants spend any time in jail.
Issues such as domestic violence, rape,
wage discrimination and sexual harassment
are intended to raise public awareness in the
hopes of affecting social change and action.
Women's centers across college campuses are
needed in order to address the historical and

legal oppression of women, whereas a men's
center couldn't serve these needs due to fact
that men have not endured the same legal
and social oppression and denial of rights.
Women's centers contribute in many regards
to these issues as well as honor the strong
women who have fought for and helped to
enact legal and social change.
Women's History Month is not about
women as victims. Instead, it is intended to
bring attention to the centuries-long histori
cal struggle for women to attain equality of
rights, a struggle too often given little at
tention in mainstream U.S. history classes.
Women's History Month affords the op
portunity to highlight and discuss both the
struggles and achievements of women, and
to cure many of their ignorance.
It is important to take advantage of
Women's History Month to realize that prog
ress is made and change is enacted only when
an individual has the courage to speak out. It
is dangerous when a society is unaware of its
history and even more dangerous when these
ideas are disseminated without any research,
understanding, or logic.

Freedom of expression entails a duty to be informed of facts
MAGGIE KLOS
FFATURF FDITOR
The March 4 issue of The Vista pub
lished an article titled "Women's History
Month raises concerns."
I had concerns about the offensive
nature of this article and 1 happily volun
teered to be the first of many to respond to
it. As a staff member of the Women's Center
and as a self-proclaimed feminist, I have
had obvious frustrations over the many
claims that have been circulating. More
over, as a member of The Vista staff, I find
the content even more concerning because
it questions the integrity of The Vista.
I agree with the right to free speech.
Yet I also believe that as an institution we
should value informed opinion. Multiple
views in this article were uninformed.
If one were to look at the mission state
ment of the Women's Center, for example,
one would see that it seeks to "empower
women to engage as leaders in a diverse
and changing world." This concept of
empowerment is something implemented
into all programs hosted by the Women's
Center, including those for Women's His
tory Month. Critiques of Women's History
Month as belittling to women who have
made real strides towards equality are
unfounded. Just look at Women's History
Month on campus and you'll see that USD
does not belittle women, but rather cel
ebrates them.
By giving voice to vastly uninformed
opinions, The Vista makes a big mistake.

When I read reputable newspapers, I typi
cally find informed writing. When this is
the case, and an informed view on Wom
en's History Month contains real critiques,
I can respect it as an opinion, even though
I may not agree. To present a completely
uninformed view and make statements that
are untrue does not warrant any sort of re
spect.
To boldly state that men are minori
ties on this campus, for example, simply
reinforces the adage that some people are
born on "third base" and go through life
thinking they hit a triple. Men often fail
to acknowledge the privileges they have on
this campus. Until all members of the com
munity, including myself, acknowledge the
privileges we were born with and continue
to hold, equality will not be reached. Even
if white men compose only a small percent
age of the student population, they have
yet to explain what they are being denied
by the University, especially in light of a
Women's Center, a multicultural center, the
Black Student Union or any other underrepresented student organization.
Women can accept a free drink and
still stand up for their rights when they
are degraded, beaten and discriminated
against. Some women may accept a drink
when a male offers to buy them that drink.
However, just because women do this does
not mean they sacrifice their right to fight
against real gender inequalities. Women
have every right to point out the reality of
being a woman.
Thus, if someone is raping women,

I will speak out. Yes, I will stand up and
fight for the women who are raped with
metal poles in the Democratic Republic of
Congo, and I will stand up for the five to 10
million girls and women in the U.S. strug
gling with eating disorders. I will put up a
display in the SLP to promote everyone to
feel comfortable in their "genes," because
why not throw some positivity in an other
wise clouded view of body image.
I will also celebrate women because
they are empowered. And I will celebrate
men who believe in the the empowerment
of women.
Although I hate to bring emotions into
this critique, it is important to realize that
uninformed views can go beyond simply
upsetting people. I have seen a room full of
women gasp at the contents of this article.
I have seen women and men scream with
frustration about this article. And yes, even
tears have been shed. If you wish to blame
the tears on over-emotional feminists, then
so be it. However, from all the tears, gasps
and anger came something quite inspira
tional.
In recent weeks, I have seen students
gather to take action, engage in intellectual
discourse regarding the realistic existence
of inequality and fight back. Perhaps it is
the positive mind 1 have, but in the end I
must thank the blatant ignorance found in
this article
I am not thanking this article for start
ing dialogue, because the views representd
in it do not deserve such credit. Rather, I
want to recognize such inividuals for show

ing the campus that the Women's Center
and other organizations on campus, fight
ing to achieve equality are working towards
a worthy cause. Clearly there are commu
nity members that need to be educated.
They need to understand the true meaning
of feminism and to really understand what
it means to be overlooked as members of
society.
I support the Women's Center. I will
experience the largest amount of gender
equality while in college. Once I get out
into the "real world," I will enter into a
workforce where women are paid 76 cents
on the dollar compared to men and at times
will be seen as inferior to those I work with.
It is at this time as a woman at USD that I
have the most freedom to use my voice and
I, for one, plan to take every advantage of
this freedom. To keep my mouth shut, and
for anyone to stand by and watch inequali
ties seep through the community, would be
a waste.
At our institution, we are wisely taught
to question the status quo and to search for
an unlikely truth. Perhaps that is the great
thing in college. We can see these opposing
views which allow us to evaluate our beliefs
and find what we are passionate about.
For many, this is the time when we are
called forth to show that work needs to be
done towards achieving gender equality. If
anything, this article allowed for a teachable
moment where I, and many others, could be
reminded of our passions, realize that we
are not close to being done and continue to
fight for what we believe is right.
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Chegg. com is the future low-cost textbook alternative
DOUGLAS WOOD
STAFF WRITFR
Are you sick and tired of depleting
your parents' 40IK on a consistent semes
ter-by-semester basis just to pay for your
textbooks? The answer for most students is
an emphatic "hell, yes!" And with worries
born of the seemingly endless recession, an
alternative source for purchasing books to
help save a few bucks is long overdue.
Fear not, help has finally arrived. And
although it may be in the form of an unlikely
hero, an online textbook rental service by
the name of Chegg.com, weary intellectuals
on campuses across the nation seem eager
for salvation.
It's about time. According to the Wash

ington Post, the price of textbooks in Cali
fornia from 2004 to 2008 has increased by
30 percent. This astounding figure has left
college students paying an average of $700
to $1,100 for their books each year. Remem
ber, this figure is from two years ago; it has
certainly risen. Today, the textbook industry
is a booming business that rakes in over $4
billion annually. That's almost three times
more than their average in 1986.
Enter Chegg.com. Founded in 2007, it
has already grown by 1,200 percent since its
first year of operation and, as of this Febru
ary, has rented out over two million books
to students nationwide. With only one
major competitor, BookRenter.com, Chegg.
com has been able to maintain a stable share
of the market while continually expanding

by utilizing a cost leadership strategy in
which it can offer barely-used textbooks at
vastly discounted prices, making campus
bookstores everywhere more envious than
35-year-old singles watching Jared's com
mercials on a Friday night. The easy stepby-step process of renting a book from
Chegg.com only further enhances the at
tractiveness of the business, as the interac
tive nature of the site invites users to choose
their books, decide on a rental period and
simply make the purchase. No strings at
tached. No wallets emptied.
"I paid less than $200 for all of my
books this semester," said senior Alexis
Maida, a new Chegg.com devotee. "I used
to spend over $500 and would sometimes
hardly even open some of the books."

Her sentiment isn't lost on many, in
cluding myself. I spent $200 on just one of
my books this semester, back before 1 was
privy to knowledge about the existence of
online book rentals. Whoever said that ig
norance is bliss obviously never shopped at
the USD Bookstore.
So, with the continued success and
inevitable expansion of Chegg.com and
its innovative business idea, it seems that
from here on out college students every
where will have more money to spend on
red plastic cups and posters of half-naked
coeds, or whatever else crazy kids are into
these days.
All I know is that I'm taking the extra
cash and going to Vegas. Just don't tell my
parents.

Strong mayor initiative on the ballot again
JOSH COHEN
STAFF WRITFR
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Five years ago, San Diegans voted
to experiment with their city government.
Proposition F, which passed in 2004, marked
the beginning of a trial period of "strong
mayor" government for San Diego. Now,
voters need to decide whether they want to
continue this type of management. Only, this
time, if they vote "yes," it is for good.
Though there are those who oppose
the semantics of the label, "strong mayor,"
thinking that it has a negative connotations,
this type of government is just what it says
it is, transforming the office of mayor into
an executive-like branch complete with veto
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A comment on comments...
The Vista would like to thank all of the students who commented on our website and
wrote letters to the editor over these past weeks. We really appreciate the feedback
and involvement from students.
Students have commented more on our website in these last two weeks than they
have in the last few semesters. To those who are frustrated about the comment sec
tion being removed from our website, do not worry - the comments will be back.
That being said, such high traffic has also made it clear that The Vista needs a policy
concerning comments in order to ensure that the comment section remains a place
for responsible dialogue in an atmosphere of community debate. Comments were
removed when a university employee brought the Women's History Month article's
comments to the attention of the administration. Citing university policy and The
Vista charter, which requires identification and authentication of the author as a ne
cessity to be published, the comments were removed from the website. Once a new
policy concerning our online comments content is established (hopefully in the next
week), students will be able to engage in debate once again.
The Vista values representing differing opinions on an issue. We realize that even
unpopular views are important because without a free marketplace of ideas, the po
tential for learning through discussion and the expression of free speech withers. We
are the students' voice at an institute of higher learning. We take pride in this distinc
tion and strive to provide the student body and the USD community with informed
and varying opinions, as well as pertinent news and events occurring within and
around our community.

and budget power. The mayor is given total
administrative authority, while the city coun
cil acts, effectively, as his congress. This can
make for lively debates. Drama aside, it also
eliminates the proverbial bureaucratic red
tape. With the right person in charge, it puts
the city government on the fast track toward
improvements.
Even Donna Frye, who cites "internal
inconsistencies" during the five-year trial
period, still finds the strong mayor form
preferable to the previous system. With the
old system, the city manager, an unelected
bureaucrat, decided what and when things
were to get done. Put it this way, things were
slow. With this form of government, interest
groups were de-emphasized, as were parti

san politics.
However, citizens need a forum to
voice their opinions and the mayor needs
to hear from them. In other words, there is
a need for politics. It would seem that, as
politics go, there might be more checks and
balances with a council manager govern
ment, but in reality, the strong mayor form
of government makes accountability swift
and obvious.
The vote "for" or "against" a strong
mayor will be decided this June. And when
voters consider their choices, they can be
reassured that a strong mayor is an effective
mayor. They don't need a bureaucrat decid
ing the fate of their city. They just need to
choose the right mayor for the job.

Paying taxes is not patriotic
MIKE MACKIE

STAFF WRITER

My spring break started off with in
creasing frustration every time I heard
someone arguing about a patriotic duty to
pay taxes. While it may be true that we rely
on taxes to provide public services, such as
fire departments, police forces and a robust
military, such conventional wisdom stops
there. The ramifications of such thinking,
which assumes that our tax dollars are used
efficiently and for our benefit, are frightful.
The argument that we Wave a patriotic
duty to pay taxes finds its origin in the early
years of the 20th century and the pernicious
ideology of progressivism. Progressives of
the time, like today, believed that our federal
and state government could more effectively
use taxpayer dollars than could be allocated
on the free market through individuals or pri
vate institutions. I find it quite hypocritical
that progressives on campus, for example,
are willing to pay an exorbitant amount of
money to attend a private Catholic school,
yet cry that it is the responsibility of gov
ernment to provide free education. I have
attended both public and private schools and
I am confident that my money was better
spent at private institutions. Simply convert
ing our failing public school system into a
voucher system will promote competition
and increase education.
As a Tea Party sympathizer, I am ap
palled at the lack of constitutional under
standing held by many progressives who
criticize members of this movement. Many
do not accurately describe the criticisms of
government put forward by these men and
women who desire nothing but the removal

of government from intervention in indi
vidual freedoms. Saying that conservatives
and libertarians would "pistol-whip anyone
for even suggesting to cut a single cent from
our robust military and national defense
budget," as posited by a recent opinion con
tributor, is as ignorant as it is distasteful.
Even a progressive constitutional law
professor like Barack Obama would agree
that the military and national defense bud
gets are required to be funded by law. Our
country's economy, education and society
are able to thrive under the protection these
services provide us and they should not be
mocked.
No sane person is arguing that taxes
should not be used to support the military or
other vital public services. However, there
are a cornucopia of entitlement programs,
slush funds, community organizations,
unions, etc. that receive a large amount of
unnecessary resources. While the military
and national defense uses a majority of the
metaphorical tax pie, nobody is asking that
taxes be completely eliminated.
Patriotism is a very powerful word, but
it needs to used appropriately. I was patriot
ic on September 11. So were other countless
Americans who saw over 3,000 men and
women die that day because they believed
in the American Dream. Our nation watched
as brave public servants entered those build
ings, knowing they were unlikely to return.
Yes, I am damn proud of those men and
women and I find it an insult to compare that
patriotism with a "patriotic duty" to paying
taxes for welfare programs and bloated
bureaucracy. History has shown countless
times what a suffocating bureaucracy cou
pled with blind patriotism might bring.

It is often an uphill battle for this publication to publish controversial or even slightly
racy stories or opinion articles, but, when we do, the real battle begins. We constantly
receive complaints that we are too conservative, too liberal, too insensitive and, most
of all, that we censor our writers. We are here to confirm to you, once and for all, that
The Vista staff does not censor our writers, and we push for a paper that is represen
tative of the real lives USD students live and the many different lifestyles, races and
opinions found among them.
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
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UCSD march promises insight to USD "In Between"
CHASE FITE
STAFF WRITFR

Earlier this month, several groups came
together to organize a march on the campus
of UCSD. This march brought together stu
dents, teachers and workers in the effort to
stand in resistence to the recent cuts in Cali
fornia's public higher institutions of learning,
fee hikes for other public schools and against
the racial discrimination that has consumed
the educational system as a whole.
As an example of this systemic racism,
consider the fact that only 1.3 percent of nearly
4,000 undergraduate applicants admitted to
the numerous campuses of the University of
California last year were black. This statistic
indicates massive racial underrepresentation
when you consider the fact that California's
population is 6.7 percent African American,
according to the last census.
"This was an intersectional fight against
the intersectional existence of oppression
and how it functions in our society," one of

the speakers at the rally professed. It was a
day meant to challenge the current trend of
homophobic hate acts which had recently oc
curred on the UCSD campus. It was a day to
stand up for workers who have been suffering
shortening of available work hours and pay
cuts. It was a day for teachers to decry the
privatization of the school and the recent cuts
to California's educational system. It was a
day for all to come together to challenge op
pression: economic, racial, homophobic and
sexist.
After many speeches, time was made for
what was called "artivism," an opportunity
for students from underrepresented groups
at UCSD to join in a spoken word and rap
session, sharing their personal experiences.
This allowed for people to get a sense of
the violence and alienation that is created
through the exclusion and discrimination of
our current system.
These kinds of personal narratives and
knowledge productions are uniquely key in
bringing those who appear to be white and fail

to understand oppression or discrimination
into finding a form of understanding.
This is not only something that was
necessary and productive for UCSD, but
was an opportunity for us to reflect on how
functioning oppression works at USD.
Such events provide a great opportunity to
question the diversity of USD and how our
campus may produce forms of bigotry and
economic exploitation.
This rally did not just have UCSD fac
ulty, staff and students, but also included
representation from USD who were in soli
darity with protest groups that engaged in
acts of resistence all over California, from
Oakland to Santa Cruz to Los Angeles.
People stood up against intolerance
and how it works within our community. It
is our community and our responsibility.
So, let's try and join the ongoing pro
cess of fighing intolerance, prejudice and
exploitation. But, let's first work to iden
tify it and how it currently exists within our
local community.

Why we shouldn't care about Tiger's sex life
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

Tiger Woods made golf interesting to
watch and, just as soon as the sport seemed to
be faltering because he had so monopolized
it, he managed to bring it to life yet again.
Personally, 1 would prefer to just appreciate
him for his mastery of the sport. I couldn't
care less about his sexual exploits.
Nonetheless, news reports of Woods
have permeated our television sets. But,
why? Was it our desire to delve into Woods'
personal life, or were these entreaties thrust
down our throats by the media?
When reports first emerged regarding
Wood's fateful car accident, my roommate,
sophomore Avery Downs, and I found our
selves glued to the television screen that we
rarely use. It seemed like the news was just
playing the same reel over and over again,
with reporters sensationally surprised with
each replay. Our third wheel, senior Nick
Peterson, stumbled upon our glazed faces
fixed to the TV and exclaimed, "What are
we doing? Humans are so stupid."
We awoke from our desensitized stupors
and succinctly turned off the television, only
to expound upon the human fascination with
celebrities. Why do we concentrate so much
of our attention on their lives? They might as
well be modern day equivalents of the Greek
gods. They exemplify our ideal of what the
human being should be. Whenever they stray
from expected behaviors, or somehow actu
ally act human, the media reports the inevi
table devastation that ensues.
Shortly after the news surrounding
Woods came out, I went out to a few bars
with some friends. At Bar West a handsome
guy offered me a drink. I gladly obliged and
while we were waiting for the bartender to
serve us, he decided to take charge of our
conversation. He asked me whether or not
1 would have slept with Woods if I'd had
the opportunity. I responded with disdain,
"I would never sleep with a married man!"
He responded by saying that I would if I had
been in the same situation. I answered by
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taking my vodka tonic with me as I walked
away.
What's with this sickening craze sur
rounding Woods and his promiscuity? Why
not focus our energy to restless parts of the
world that are more deserving of a proac
tive awareness and help us aim to lessening
the collective pains felt by humanity? What
drives our pathetic obsession with their re
productive equipment? Why should we be so
infatuated with what, or more appropriately
who, they do?
Woods is returning to the world of golf
at Augusta on April 8. He's supposedly ner
vous. Yet, shouldn't we be asking whether he
would have been so lewd had he not been so
famous? We can only hope that rehab will
work for Woods. Only time will tell if Woods

is able to embody the Buddhist philosophy
in which he claims he was brought up.
We undoubtedly live in an imitation
society. Consequently, we can only hope
that the people we worship each time we
congregate around our television sets are
worthy of imitating. If they aren't, then
let's pray that we have the strength of will
to remove them from our sphere of influ
ence.
1 have decided to allow television to
diminish in significance in my own life;
it's necessary to make the executive deci
sion to take the noose off of one's ambi
tion, and television is merely a modern
day palliative.
I think it's safe to say that Happy
Gilmore is still the coolest golfer ever.

Times

KENDRA OSBURN
OPINION nmilMNIST

My yoga mat is lonely. My kitchen is
feeling neglected. My books are starting
to resent me for ignoring them. I haven't
checked my Facebook in four days. A mere
week and a half ago I was relaxed, happy and
stress-free. A week and a half ago I was in
the Florida sun, book in hand, best friend by
my side with a To-Do list that read: Take a
nap. I had time to do exactly what I wanted,
when I wanted, because I had no meetings,
no (urgent) homework and no schedule. 1 also
had the realization that this was my second to
last spring break...ever.
After 15 years of spring breaks, I am not
quite sure how I will cope without them. I
have always relied on my breaks to rejuve
nate, to catch up with reading, to work off that
sleep debt. I do the things that I love, those
that simply don't fit into my daily schedule.
I cook, I write, I read, I run, I write belated
thank you notes and I sleep.
As I sit here now, thinking of all that 1
have to do (study for two exams, write four
more papers on top of the two I wrote this
weekend), 1 wonder how I ever had time to
do anything besides homework. I have to ask
myself, what is my emotional well-being in
relation to a grade? Some people can readily
sacrifice their mental sanity to study for just a
few more hours, but I most certainly cannot.
I could sit and re-write and re-review until
my brain starts to melt and dribble out of my
ear.
So here 1 am, back at school, with not
enough time. At least, I think that I don't
have enough time. As long as I am in school
there will always be papers to write, work to
do and exams to study for. Even when I am
out of school, there will be work to do, bills
to pay and kitchens to clean. 1 will always
think that I don't have enough time.
Most importantly, when I am out of
school in two years, I won't have a spring
break to do the things I claim I don't have
time to do normally. So, before I leave it
behind with recess, I need to figure out how
to make spring break last a lot longer. I need
to learn how to make spring break last year
round.
If there are things, like reading, that you
wish you did more of, set manageable goals
for yourself. For example, read 10 pages of a
book each night. At the end of the year, you
will have 3,650 pages and, on average, 12
books read.
If you need to routinely break away from
your routine, go camping. San Elijo for beach
camping; Julian for a more mountainous feel;
Anza Borrego for pitching the tent. All are
close enough for weekend escapes.
The beach is our backyard and we have
numerous eclectic neighborhoods that can
satisfy any possible whim. Check out the
bars in North Park (The Linkery), the restau
rants in Hillcrest (Amarin Thai), the beaches
in Leucadia and the parks in midtown for
adventures outside of Mission Beach.
Whatever it is that you do, don't wait
until your next break to do it again. Break
free of these breaks and start doing what you
love now, because you only have so many.

ACORN national closes doors, local offices struggle to cope
NOLAN CHANDLER
STAFF WRITER

ACORN, the Association of Community
Organization for Reform Now, is a group of
community-based organizations throughout
the United States that advocates for low
and moderate income families on matters
of neighborhood safety, voter registration,
healthcare, affordable housing and other
social issues.
Yet, they haven't been without contro
versy. Videos released last September cap
tured evidence of ACORN employees giving
tax advice to journalists posing as a pimp and
his prostitute. Now, ACORN is closing its
doors and searching for a new identity in the
wake of this major scandal.

On the surface, ACORN presents itself
as a helpful organization that betters the com
munity. But when tax fraud, voter fraud and
other illegal activities take place, Americans
begin to quickly question what an organiza
tion is all about.
The Huffington Post gives a good view
of individual responses to the incident.
"ACORN is now well known, but what most
Americans know about it is wrong, based on
controversies manufactured by the group's
long-time enemies," wrote one blogger.
If ACORN was simply a private organi
zation that didn't receive any funding from
the federal government, this would probably
not be that big of a deal. But ACORN has
received large amounts of taxpayer dollars
to further its lying and cheating. Congress

reacted, initially, by yanking ACORN's
funding, while private donors concur
rently held back cash donations. Scores of
ACORN offices closed nationwide. .
"The letters A, C, O, R and N are
coming off office doors from New York
to California. Business cards are being
reprinted. New signs with new names are
popping up in front of offices," reports
Newsvine.com.
Indeed, ACORN has been reborn as
local offices rightfully try to survive the
downfall of the national office. If only
ACORN had accidentally spent funds in
the wrong place or simply made some bad
business choices, its demise could have
been averted. But, amidst a culture of bad
ethics, it becomes an outrage.

With most Americans in a frustrated
state of mind, it is hard to imagine where they
are going to get any money at all to continue
rendering their services. Federal funding is
out of the question, and private donations at
the moment are a long shot too. If branches
want to stay afloat, they now have only one
option: to reorganize and start anew, hopeful
ly, in association with an ethical and honest
organization.

Have an opinion?
EMAIL:
RMULVEY@USDV1STA.COM
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ABIGAIL ADAMS

This year, the National Women's History Project, a
non-profit organization that raises awareness of women's
multicultural history, celebrates their 30th anniversary, and
the Women's Center promotes this achievement through
Women's History Month.
Throughout the month of March, USD's Women's Cen
ter has put on various events that not only praise the many
achievements women have made throughout history, but also
increase awareness of the injustices women still continue to
face locally and internationally.
The theme the national organization focuses on is "Writ

ing Women Back into History." The Women's Center de
cided to further narrow down the theme to "The Historical
Portrayal of Women in Media."
"We wanted to focus specifically about this theme to see
the progress over time of how women has been portrayed
in the media," said Erin Lovette-Colyer, director of the
Women's Center. "We're interested in seeing the progress
of women in all types of media in film, print and music and
ask the question: What messages do people receive about
women in the media?"
The Women's Center has put together an art exhibit to
address these issues, which can be found in the SLP Exhibit
Hall for the last few days of March. Below are the events
that the Women's Center has hosted this month.

Women's History Month 0vent§

MAYA ANGEL0U

JANE G00DALL

ROSA PARKS

The Women's Center co-sponsored "The
Status of Women & Girls in San Diego
County" with numerous organizations in
San Diego County including Women's Em
powerment International, Young Feminists
of California and UCSD's Women's Cen
ter. "It was a way to offer the opportunity
to hear stories that directly impact women
of San Diego," Lovette-Colyer said. Held
in the Parma Payne Goodall Alumni Cen
ter at San Diego State University, the event
provided an opportunity to address issues
that impact women in San Diego on an in
dividual, community and government level.
The USD Women's Center also co-spon
sored and attended the Women's History
Month Celebration Breakfast held at the USD
Institute for Peace & Justice. It was a venue
where participants could receive updates from
the Commission on the Status of Women at the
UnitedNations inNew Yorkto discuss various
conflicts that many female children face today.
At the breakfast convention, various

ELLEN DEGENERES

speakers presented issues of slavery in Haiti,
treatment of young widows in Nepal, immi
gration in California and child prostitution in
America. "It opened my eyes to the issues
that we don't often think about,"«id sopho
more Kelsey Webster. "It's a great way to
spread awareness because many think that
equality is finally achieved, but inijality there
are still issues that still need to be resolved."
Yesterday in UC 107, the Women's Cen
ter hosted the first of three discussion series,
titled "CRAP! I'm About to Graduate!: My
Biological Clock is Ticking...or soThey Tell
Me." The discussion brought together senior
women that are about to graduate to discuss
life after college. The discussion focuses
more on how women can find their place
in society after they graduate from college.
"In some ways, women feel thf pressure
to immediately settle down an school,"
Lovette-Coyler said, "This diljtission is
meant to help relieve those anxieties and help
women develop themselves as individuals."

MICHELLE 0BAMA

Reverend Mother 'Rosalia Hill:
The foundation of women
empowerment at
There are many women
in the past and present that
surely deserve recognition
for their contributions to
the USD community. How
ever, these women would
not be where they are today
if it were not for the his
toric women who came be
fore them, such as Reverend
Mother Rosalie Hill. Hill
was the founder and honor
ary president of the San Di
ego College for Women, the
first institution on this cam
pus. She was a member of the
Society of the Sacred Heart,
a women's Roman Catho
lic congregation founded in
1800 in France. The group
focused strongly on the im
portance of women's edu
cation and independence.
One hundred and fifty
years later, these focuses
became the foundation on
which USD was built. The
entire faculty consisted of
women with a college de
gree, and Hill herself sent
each one to graduate univer
sities like Stanford and UC
Berkeley to receive their doc
torate or second doctorate.
"[Hill] wanted women to
learn and be critical in order
to stand equal," said Sister

HILLARY CLINTON

Virginia Rodee, assistant
vice president for mission
and ministry and alum of
the San Diego College for
Women. "It was empowering
because at the time women
didn't even have degrees."
Hill founded USD on
three ideals: beauty, good
ness, and truth. When it
came to beauty, she wanted
the college to be built in a
place where its exquisiteness could impact people.
"Beyond the external beau
ty, Rosalie wanted the beau
ty to lead you to people, to
see the goodness and beau
ty of others," Rodee said.
"With that, it builds some
thing in you to never give up
and keep searching for truth
and meaning in your life."
Reverend Mother Rosa
lie Hill's vision of educa
tion and beauty was what
brought USD to where it is
today. Now, many of the ad
ministrative positions, from
president to a dean to student
affairs, are all female. Hill's
strong ideals and influence
spread the message that life
isn't solely about education,
but the experience of a com
munity. This leads to the true
empowerment of women.

NANCY PEL0SI

MOTHER TERESA

ROSIE THE RIVETER

HP
PRINCESS DIANA

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG
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Jack & Jay
I was confused when the
2010 Coachella lineup had JayZ's name as a headliner. I truly
was banking on Arcade Fire
making a return. I had been
envisioning myself at another
stage during the last two hours
of Friday, April 16. This is not
because 1 don't like Jay-Z. "Big
Pimpin'" holds a special place in
my heart, alongside memories of
the sixth grade. I just see myself
watching someone sitting on
a stool, strumming his guitar.
While debating with myself as
to whether or not I would attend
Jay-Z, some information was
released stating that Jack White
and Jay-Z had been in the studio,
working on a few tuneskis.
This reminded me of the col
laboration of Jay-Z and Linkin
Park in 2004. Jay-Z made Linkin
Park sound pretty damn good.
Or was it the other way around?
Either way 1 was into it, and so
was my CD player.
Watching The Dead Weather
perform at Street Scene this past
August was an inconceivable
moment in my short-lived life of
rock n' roll. Although White was
mainly seated behind a drum
set, his musical artistry pre
vailed through bandmates Alison
Mosshart, Dean Fertita and Jack
Lawrence. When he did whip out
his ol' guitar, roaring, dark, hard
hitting riffs echoed from hell and
back.
So for Jay-Z and White
to collaborate so close to
Coachella, one is only left to
speculate a most probable oc
currence: a guest appearance by
White during Jay-Z's headlin
ing performance. These two are
undoubtedly masterminds in
their genres. To cross the kings
can only mean one thing: pure
ecstasy, and no 1 am not talking
about the Sahara tent. These two
musical crackerjacks will be on
the main stage. Now, this is only
my wishful thinking, but I'm just
putting it out there so you can
be the cool kid who knew it all
along when White goes hell-bent
on his guitar to give you a little
taste as to what you will hear the
following night.
On Tuesday, The Dead
Weather's newest single "Die By
The Drop" surfaced on the Inter
net from their upcoming record,
"Sea of Cowards," rumored to
be released around May. The
track lives up to the their debut
album "Horehound" with Mosshart's harsh vocals. White and
Mosshart switch off verses and
come together for the line "I'm
gonna take you for worse or
better to my little grave." Along
with the gloominess of the lyrics,
the riffs are typical "Jack White
you're making me want to play
air guitar and drop to my knees"
kind of sounds.
To see White and Jay-Z per
form together at Coachella would
be a treat for all to enjoy. There is
really no way to know if this will
be the case, but it's something we
can hope for. Collaborations just
give us a taste of new flavors we
never thought could ever meet.
It's like Elvis dancing on stage

The Willowz: Faithful to their influences
ALEX WEIDNER
STAFF WRITFR
Have you ever said to your
self, "You know what? All of
these new indie rock bands are
great, but I'd really like to hear
some more direct influence from
their musical predecessors. You
know, find out where these guys
are coming from." Probably not,
unless you've willfully barred
your eardrums' exposure to any
music recorded before everything
went unduly haywire on "Y2K."
A similar formula has been
adopted within the realm of sonic
creation for years. A few guys (or
girls, or in this particular review's
case, a diverse sampling of both)
pick up their instruments and work
together to produce an album, ret
rofitting new music product into
retrospective ideas, and repeating
the process until they have created
their own unique and recogniz
able post-modern aesthetic. With
the release of their newest album,
"Everyone," The Willowz put the
time-honored process to use and

leave behind something worth
listening to.
A product of Califonia's own
Orange County, the epicenter for
most of our alumni donations,
the bi-gender foursome have
blessed the festival circuits and
blogosphere with their own rural
(backwoods, even) twist on lo-fi
garage rock since forming in
2002. Whiskey-soaked Alabama
blues rock isn't quite what you'd
expect from products of the sunny
south of California, but these guys
(and girl, too) definitely know
how to pretend.
Advances in their path to
wards wide recognition can be
found within a few specific chap
ters of The Willowz's historical
narrative. Mutually collaborating
with indie-darling film
direc
tor Michel Gondry, the band has
provided original compositions
for some of the visual impresa
rio's most adored works. In ami
able return, Gondry took directing
credits on two of the group's past
music videos, shedding his quirky
and delightfully creative light on

the audio-visual accompaniments
for the songs "I Wonder" and
"Take a Look Around." Willowz
belted out another non-verbal
"hey, look at us!" by taking advan
tage ofYahoo.com's ever-faltering
hold on the market share while
they still could in December of
2005, earning their way as finalists
on the website's nationally recog
nized "Who's Next" competition.
Finally, their recent decision to
sign with American electro's
Messiah without a crown, Steve
Aoki's, multi-genre record label
and internet marketing machine,
Dim Mak Records, has further di
versified their target audience and
chances for widespread exposure
within the lucrative-as-ever world
of alternative output.
Now, to address the reason
for which you're reading all of
this god forsaken pretentious
babble about guys, girls, instru
ments and predominantly white
neighborhoods, the music. On
"Everyone," lead singer Richie
James Follin groans, cracks and
croons his voice with a Devendra

DIGILAND.L1BR0.COM
The Willowz will play a free show in North Park on April 14.

Banhart-ian
pseudo-Southern
drawl over lyrics about people
growing up and their tendencies
to self-actualize, with tightly
organized musical accompani
ment sounding something akin to
The Black Keys' raw blues-rock,
only with a more cohesive, freely
flowing song structure that rarely
lets up on a multi-layered and dis
torted assault of sound. When it
does, the more restrained sections
effectively serve to compliment
steadfast, fast-paced rhythm with
captivating moments of clarity
and emotion.
For the imaginative types,
I'll provide a quick mental image
representative of the album as
a whole. Picture some ethereal
world where members of The
Strokes, The Clash and Creedence
Clearwater Revival all gather in a
southern, down home recording
studio in the middle of July with
plenty of bourbon to go around.
Some standouts including "Jimmy
James" and "Destruction" high
light the band's ability to ride
drummer Loren Shane Hum
phrey's steady and driving drum
patterns with chugging chords
and lead guitar solo breaks, sure
to inspire some head-nodding or
a bit of the ol' toe tap at the very
least.
Retro-utilization,retro-action,
retro-fetish...whatever you want
to call it, The Willowz faithfully
rely on the process of creating
new material out of apparent mu
sical influence in order to create
something easily accessible and
listenably nostalgic. I, for one,
have no complaints. Speaking
for almost all fans of rock music,
there's something
inherently
pleasing about a brand new album
that sounds like it could be a re
mastered, re-release of something
originally recorded 30 years ago.
An important side note: they
will be playing April 14 at Bar
Pink in North Park. If their mildly
contagious sounds weren't incen
tive enough, the show is free. See
you there, friends.

TOBACCO: Put this in your pipe and smoke it
KAITLIN PERRY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Tom Fee, aka TOBACCO, is
your new favorite musician, and
I'll tell you why. He can never
have a bad singing voice, he's
comparable to greats such as Daft
Punk and Ratatat and his music
is a little psychedelic, a little hip
hop/dubstep/whathaveyou and a
lot badass; some might say it's like
nothing you've ever heard before
(unless you've listened to his first
solo album, F*cked Up Friends, or
his side project, Black Moth Super
Rainbow).
Fee comes across as a pretty
stand up, creative guy. He claims
that he tries to make simple,
catchy songs that are pop-esque,
but when you listen to his albums,
they are nowhere near the type of
pop music you've grown accus
tomed to. Simple and catchy yes,
but Britney status? Never.
"It's just what 1 want to hear
at the time," Fee said when ex
plaining what his music means to
him. "It gets harder and harder to
impress myself with the stuff that
I do." And that is understandable.
When the only live instruments
are synths and drums, and the rest
of the sounds are voice distortion

and samples, some musicians
would probably get stuck in a rut.
But not Fee. Fee's newest album,
"Maniac Meat," to be released on
Anticon Records May 25, is quite
impressive.
Featuring the vocals of Beck
on two of the tracks and providing
listeners with some pretty intrigu
ing lyrics and moods, the album is
what I would consider a workout
pumper-upper, a pre-party makeup
putter-onner, a driving to school
on a Tuesday ready-for-business
attitude adjuster or just a simple
passing the time thought-provoker/thought-allower. Notice I didn't
say a crazy soundtrack for your
trip, a descriptor commonly used
for his side project, Black Moth
Super Rainbow's music. This is
very different.
Speaking of that side project
which consists of more than one
member, Fee has said in the past
that he prefers working alone as
opposed to collaborating with
others. So why does he collabo
rate? "Sometimes I get in a funk
and it's good to hear what some
one else can add," Fee said. "I feel
like I started off on this weird mis
sion to prove something to myself,
and I think overall I really prefer
working alone. But every once in

a while you just wanna hear what
someone else can do, and that can
send you on a new path."
As far as the new album and
working with Beck goes, Fee
said, "I was imagining his voice
on it and that changed the way 1
was writing it, and then it turned
out that months later I was able to
actually do that and I think it was
for the better."
And what an amazing result
that had. Beck's signature vocals
can be heard on "Fresh Hex" and
"Grape Aerosmith," two of the
many standout tracks on Maniac
Meat. Others include the opener,
"Constellation Dirtbike Head,"
which boasts the lyric "Don't eat
the berries around you" (which
I really like for some reason),
"Mexican
Icecream,"
which
brings to mind a dirtier Daft Punk
and the summer season with lyrics
like "You are my favorite day/ I'll
bring the sun to you" repeated
over and over, "Sweatmother"
which has a '90s hip hop feel until
Fee's distorted vocals kick in and
the overall tone becomes much
darker and "Overheater," which is
just pleasantly cool.
That's not to say the other
tracks are mediocre. They are
just a little more violent, so to

speak. For example, "Unholy
Demon Rhythms," which is a
song one might hear when travel
ing between the different circles
of hell in Dante's Inferno, and
also "Heavy Makeup," the longest
track on the album, whose lyrics
consist mainly of "You got sick
from a lolli lolli lollipop/ You feel
free when you're killing me." This
track brought to mind the film
Hostel. Enough said.
I'd recommend this album if
you're a fan of Ratatat but think it
can be a little weak, and if you're
a fan of Daft Punk but want some
thing that makes you nod your
head rather than dance your ass
off. TOBACCO never gets boring
and sounds new with every listen.
He played the Casbah last
night with The Hood Internet and
Nice Nice. The upcoming tour, ac
cording to Fee, is "more like a DJ
set, but it's a little more than that.
We're developing this one charac
ter to kind of play along with the
set. It's mostly visual projection
behind us, but I'm gonna have this
other person...I don't wanna say
for sure what he's gonna do but
it's gonna be fun."
Check out tour dates and
tracks on TOBACCO'S MySpace
at MySpace.com/tobacco.
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Daniel Tosh sells out Shiley and climbs to top
CHRISTOPHER HANNEKE

STAFF WRITFR
Outside of Shiley Theatre, the
line at the front door backs up all
the way through the courtyard
nearly spilling out to the street.
Inside, AS members work along
side the programming board to
ensure everything is set up per
fectly before the show begins. It's
beginning to get a little frantic
around these quarters, but back
stage, where comedian Daniel
Tosh prepares for the show along
with his opening act, Matt Fulchiron, all is surprisingly calm. Sure,
out front may look like Wall Street
at 4:59 p.m., but backstage, it's
just two guys eating some pizza.
These are the perks of being
one of the hottest comedians in
show business today. For those
unfamiliar, Tosh is a veteran co
median whose recent show on
Comedy Central, "Tosh.O" (now
in its second season), has finally
given him the recognition he de

serves. Tosh and Fulchiron were
gracious enough to grant an in
terview before they performed in
front of the sold out audience at
Shiley Theatre.
Tosh's material is known for
being very edgy, and one of the
main concerns with the University
was whether or not some of the
jokes that were to be told would
be too offensive for the audience.
Asked if he was worried about
getting in trouble for being too
offensive, Tosh said, "I got my
lawyer to take that part out of the
contract." But Tosh did respect
the University's values and as his
show began, he announced that his
goal was not to offend anyone; it
was simply to entertain with the
same type of material that has
gotten him to where he is today.
Again, these are the perks of
being a top-tier comedian. But
just like any other comedian who
has made it big time, Tosh had
to work hard to get where he is.
When asked how he got his start in

comedy, Tosh joked, "I auditioned,
and show business said, 'Yes. He's
in.'" While it's clear that Tosh will
never pass up an opportunity to
make a joke, he also gave the real
answer. "I was in college in Or
lando, Fla. and 1 just gave it a shot,
started doing some open mics, and
went from there."
It may sound simple, but it has
been a long journey from up and
coming comedian to star of a hit
show on Comedy Central. Such a
long journey, in fact, that Tosh felt
a show was the best way to keep
his options open. When asked why
he decided to make the transition
to a TV show, he said, "I did it be
cause I didn't want to rely solely
on stand-up to make a living for
the rest of my life, so I tried to get
a TV show that allowed me to be
true to what I thought was funny."
While things are indeed going
great for Tosh, he never forgets to
include the other comedians who
have been there with him, even
when he wasn't such a big star.

This is where opening act Matt
Fulchiron comes in. Fulchiron is a
friend of Tosh's who has opened
for him several times over the past
three years.
Tosh has been doing comedy
for nearly 12 years and he is no
stranger to the unforgiving Los
Angeles comedy scene. When
asked about Los Angeles audi
ences, Tosh said "It's definitely
where everybody is, but I'd rather
go elsewhere if I want a better au
dience."
But when asked what was the
best audience, he said, "Probably
what I'm about to do. I got a good
feeling about this." And with that,
the two were ready to take the stage
at the sold out Shiley Theatre.
It's been quite the journey for
Tosh, and while performing in
front of sold out audiences on top
of having a hit TV show may seem
like the high life, he still yearns for
even bigger things. "I have yet to
hit my [career] highlight. I'm ex
cited about it though."

The Vista talks with Jesse Murphy of LCD Soundsystem
What it was like to arrange the music for "Greenberg"
BRYCE CARR

STAFF WRITFR
My early morning conference
call finds me on the phone with
actor Ben Stiller, director Noah
Baumbach and LCD Soundsystem's Jesse Murphy. The unlikely
trio have set time aside to work
to promote this week's release
of "Greenberg," a film that most
directly, is about nothing. This
"nothing" I mention isn't a lit
eral nothing but instead is a movie
based upon a character who con
tinuously tries to do nothing with
his life. In the lead role,Stiller stars
as Greenberg, a man who, after
leaving a mental hospital, heads
to Los Angeles to house-sit for his
rich brother. In usual Baumbach
form, the movie is clever and, as
Stiller says, "has been approached
in a very different way."
The film also offers a break
from the typical Ben Stiller films
that we've all seen in the past.
Although the film isn't directly
a comedy, there are elements of
humor seen throughout. Baumbach
says he always wanted someone
with a sense of humor to play the
part. His thought process was that
the more authentically played the

part was, the funnier the overall
result would be. For Stiller, the de
cision to take this part was an easy
one. He felt fortunate to take on
the role and knew that whatever it
was, he'd jump at the opportunity
to take it.
A very unique element of this
film is the musical arrangement.
After a break from recording his
own works, James Murphy, the
man mind bdhind LCD Soundsys
tem, returns to music to score his
first ever soundtrack. Although the
songs composed by Murphy do
sound a bit like LCD Soundsys
tem, Murphy has made it very clear
that this is not an LCD Soundsys
tem album. By many sources, this
different sound is said to be more
subdued.
Murphy worked to create
songs that easily transitioned to and
from songs selected by Baumbach
to be in the film. Murphy makes
it very clear during his interview
that he didn't write the soundtrack
to fit a finished product of the film.
Instead, he worked with Baum
bach to develop music for mo
ments before they made their way
to film. Part of this partnership
could be Murphy's relationship
to the Greenburg character. "I'm

COMPLEX.COM
Ben Stiller plays a character who strives to do nothing with his life in
the film "Greenberg."

Greenberg-esque," he said.
Early releases of the film
have showed positive reviews, es
pecially with those who are used
to the more independent films.
Baumbach's films tend to not be
for everyone and "Greenburg"
proves to be no exception. Techni
cally speaking, the film is a dram-

edy but seems to pull its humor in
a very dry way. Overall it seems
to be a very clever film and when
it comes out this Friday, it should
be worth your time. Be it the di
recting, the actor or the musical
composition, Greenburg has been
fine tuned to create the best movie
possible.

Caspian releases second album titled "Tertia"
MARISA DODGE
STAFF WRITER

Twenty-four hours in one
y; 12 inches in one foot; 60 me
dic minutes in a post-rock band,
ispian's recent album, "Tertia."
> components are parts that can
dmately assemble a whole, i.e.
5 days in one year, "Tertia"
esents 10 individual songs that
ndamentally make up its one
)um in whole.
Fabricated with 10 tracks,
"ertia" projects more of a feeling
just one extended piece, broken
by 10 motions.
Each track is distinct, but at
; same time has cohesion. Each
lgle track ascends on one to the
xt from ends to beginnings,
unding only slightly unconnector individual. Caspian encomssed contradictions to stimulate
d awaken unrestrained particu

larity by appraising the abstract.
As its narratives unfold for
listeners, "Tertia" is comprised of
captivating tracks that are condu
cive to its kaleidoscopic instru
mental ingenuity. Not only is an
offered sense of tale-telling pres
ent within these musical works,
but assigning personal and inti
mate meaning is also at hand for
dissimilar audiences. Imagination
is allowed to ramble if imperative,
as this album is purely instrumen
tal.
"Tertia," bearing no lyrics nor
vocals to be contingent on, is still
able to arouse intensity. Emotiveness is apparent with its poignant
sounds that are softly invigorat
ing, eventually being juxtaposed
by percussion that quickens the
tempo and creates an unaccented
beat.
This album is neither ex
ceptionally groundbreaking nor

innovative, but is remarkably so
lidified. Concrete with concepts,
the band even included a tale of
fantastical fractions within the
album's coexisting booklet. Talk
about filling in the blank (which
there are quite a lot of, seeing that
there are no lyrics).
In 2003, from Beverly, Mass.
arose Philip Jamieson (guitar,
keys, sampling, programming),
Calvin Joss (guitar, glockenspiel),
Chris Friedrich (bass), Joe Vickers
(drums) and Erin Burke-Moran
(guitar) forming Caspian.
The band revealed no aspira
tions other than to devise music
they could mutually value and
recognize. Developing material,
performing small shows and re
cording demos soon led to signing
with "Dopamine Records" who
released Caspian's debut album,
"You are the Conductor." In addi
tion to this was the release of their

second album, "The Four Trees,"
lastly accompanied by the bands
latest release, "Tertia".
Twelve eggs in one dozen;
four quarts in one gallon; 10 songs
in the one album; "Tertia." Sepa
rate components can fabricate
one independent outcome; and in
"Tenia's" case this is truly evident.
Not only do its 10 tracks combine
autonomously into one 60-minute
album, but its title, "Tertia," is one
word meaning 'three.' This sum
is merely an echo of its parts, and
the parts continually attempt to be
one.
Caspian will be making a stop
in San Diego at the Che Cafe on
Friday, March 26 as part of a na
tional tour. If this day of yours in
cludes a schedule of surmountable
elements, that is rather alright;
consider that Caspian's "Tertia"
show can also be a multiple of
many in your one day.

JUSTINE MARZONI
ASSISTANT
A
A&C EDITOR
M

A new album
that is sure to
put a spring in
your step
In case you haven't noticed
yet, spring has sprung. San
Diego's sunny weather seems
as though it's here to stay, day
light savings is in full effect,
and the two month countdown
to the end of the semester has
commenced. As if this wasn't
enough to get you through the
last few weeks of classes, this
week She & Him will release*
their sophomore album "Volume
2." This sweet new album will
help thaw the remnants of your
winter blues.
In 2008, singer/songwriter
M. Ward and silver screen sweet
heart Zooey Dechanel released a
collaborative album. They de
buted as She & Him with their
first album entitled "Volume 1."
Since then, a new generation has
been falling in love with the idea
of cutesy duets. Without going
overboard, She & Him has given
a fresh face to the sentimental
ballads of yesteryear.
"Volume 2" is just what I
wanted from She & Him as a
second a/bum. The pairing of
Deschanel and Ward may seem
a bit kitschy, but their darling
throwback tunes really are good.
She & Him may not be the
most rockin' or innovative of
bands, but they are catchy, wellcomposed and are good for the
nerves.
Their new album is very
similar in style and sound
to "Volume 1," but it doesn't
get boring. All the tracks on
"Volume 2" are written and sung
by Deschanel, and Ward chimes
in on a few tracks with backup
vocals. Although Ward's style is
still very evident in the composi
tion and sound of the album, I do
wish that Ward's voice was fea
tured a little more throughout.
The content of She & Him's
sophomore album continues in
the same vein as "Volume 1":
falling in love, growing up and
ending relationships. But in
"Volume 2," Deschanel's num
bers sound even more smiley
this time around. The songs
on "Volume 2" still deal with
romance and the search for love,
but they sound a little more opti
mistic and upbeat than their last
album.
"Volume 2" sounds like the
perfect soundtrack for a sunny
walk through the park. I dare
you to listen to "Ridin' In My
Car" while enjoying a Sunday
drive and try not to smile. "I'm
Gonna Make it Better" really
features M. Ward's musical
style and makes it impossible
not to tap your toe and one of
my favorite songs on the album,
"Home" reminds the listener of
the undeniable comfort of home
and that there is no place like it.
"Volume 2" has been re
leased at the perfect time to help
lull you out of your winter blues
and push you through the dol
drums of the spring semester.
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Reach Higher
with a master's degree in Sport Management.
This accelerated program prepares you for the
business of sport management.
Free information sessions are held monthly.
Come join us on April 6, 6:30 pm

FIND IT ALL AT MASTERCVTS! Whether you need a cut,

California State University, Long Beach
The Walter Pyramid
Long Beach, CA 90805

color service or your favorite professional products, we offer
the best for less, ll

Call us today to RSVP at
(800)963-2250
or register online at
ccpe.csulb.edu/sportmgmt
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Please visit our location

ISION VALLEY MALL
:H | SAN DIEGO, CA 92108

PHONE

.1025

NOW THROUGH APRIL 4TH!

Ditch
the parking headache.

;

Buy a USD Student Semester Pass 8t score unlimited
rides on the Bus and Trolley all semester long.
On sale at the UC Ticket Office
January 4 - February 22,2010
usa SKI1

$147
Valid January 18 - May 31,2010
(includes a $15 USD subsidy)

SPtAt

count

Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase.

www.sdmts.com
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Beyond Wonderland gives a less crowded experience
RYAN BRENNAN
PHOTO FDITOR

Beyond
Wonderland,
an
electronic music festival held last
Saturday, March 20 in San Bernar
dino, was one of the best events I
have ever been to. And 1 am will
ing to bet the majority of people
who attended the event feel the
same way. The vibe at the event
was great, with everyone helping
each other out and enjoying the
music.
The location of the event, the
NOS Events Center, was fantastic.
Parking was plentiful and made it
very easy and convenient to get
to the actual event. The festival
area included five stages, which
were mostly old airport hangar
buildings and one large tent for
the main stage. The area was com
pletely decorated, with light balls
in all the trees and various artwork
around the grounds. Each stage
had performers and an dancers
with amazing lighting and "Alice
in Wonderland" theme. One of the

best aspects of the event was that
it was not overcrowded. Although
there were a lot of people and the
event sold out by the day of the
show, there was plenty of room to
walk around between the stages
and plenty of room for dancing.
Lines to get into the event were
also not as long as other events I
have attended.
Insomniac, the same com
pany that runs Electronic Daisy
Carnival (EDC) and Nocturnal,
put on the event. After attending
EDC last summer and seeing how
well Insomniac runs events, I was
very excited for Beyond Wonder
land. Beyond Wonderland is a new
event started this year. Insomniac
used to produce Nocturnal Won
derland, which later turned into
Nocturnal Festival.
Nocturnal Festival is still
running and will occur on Sept.
25. Viewed now as "sister" fes
tivals, Nocturnal has moved to
be a "darker" festival, and with
the creation of the new Beyond
Wonderland theme, Insomniac

hoped to bring back the vibes of
the original Nocturnal Festival.
They hoped to create "an exciting
new environment that is sure to
enliven, stimulate the senses and
delight all of those who have been
seeking a return to the amazing
hues and vibrancy of our original
Wonderland event." Insomniac ac
complished this, and more.
The musical talent at Beyond
Wonderland was unprecedented,
with some of the biggest DJs in
the world present. Big headliners
included Paul Van Dyk, Sander
Van Doom, Christopher Law
rence, Bart B More, Wippenberg,
Groove Armada, Sander Kleinenberg and Robbie Rivera. Each
of the five stages had a different
type of electronic music: Trance,
House, Jungle and Dub-step,
giving everyone different options
to enjoy.
When I first arrived at the
festival I watched part of Wippen
berg's set. He played an amazing
set, and a lot of songs the crowd
knew to get them involved. Next, I

watched some of Donald Glaude's
set. I saw him play at Street Scene
last year in San Diego and really
enjoyed his set, but I wasn't par
ticularly impressed with his set at
Beyond Wonderland, although he
does have one of the best stage
presences 1 have ever seen, using
the microphone to pump up the
crowd.
After that I went to watch
Christopher Lawrence. He played
a hard trance set which I really
enjoyed. Then I went and watched
some of Bart B More's set. He
was playing funky house, which
isn't what I usually listen to but
the crowd was loving it. Finally, I

made my way back to watch both
Sander Van Doom and Paul Van
Dyk play at the main tent. Both
of them played amazing sets. Van
Dyk has been one of my favorite
DJs since 1 started listening to
electronic music and I was very
excited to see him again. He never
fails to put on a great show and
was a great way to end the night.
Overall, Beyond Wonderland
was a great new event and will
definitely be worth checking out
next year. If you missed it, make
sure to check out Insomniac's next
major festival, Electronic Daisy
Carnival on June 25 and 26 at the
Los Angeles Coliseum.
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Beyond Wonderland crowd (LEFT) and DJ Bart B More (RIGHT) bump
to the raving beats.

My arrival in a foreign city and an educational shock
BENJAMIN GAFELL
GUFST WRITER
March 14, 2010

I have not yet seen the stars,
nor the mountains to the East, nor
the vast jungle beyond. I am in
Lima, the capital city of Pern, and
among the second - third - fourth
hand cars and buses jumbled on
unfamiliar streets bearing histori
cal names and dates that are now
as long forgotten as the rules of the
road, I have encountered the mean
ing of being a foreigner.
The interactions I have had
with locals have been nothing but
warm and welcoming, but neither
am I careless about my safety, nor
insusceptible to discrimination. 1
have been warned against wearing
a gold necklace for fear that a thief
might tear it off my neck; when
driving through the streets with
my Peruvian friends I have been
asked to roll up my window so that
nobody can reach inside.
On our way to the next bar for
a Pisco sour after a round of chelas
Cusquenas, if I ask a taxi the fare
it costs 20 soles, for my Peruvian
friend, 12. Yet similar circumstanc
es exist not only in Peru; they are
the result of a people struggling to
live comfortably in a Westernized

world where the standards are too
high. When I really open my eyes
amidst the caution and pollution, it
is clear that the artist who painted
this city used the entire palette.
Every morning I wake up to a
warm summer day filled with the
songs of birds I have never heard,
and amiable voices speaking words
I have never learned. As I orient
myself on the streets, I never omit
appreciation for the colorful homes,
inside and out, and the blooms of
colorful flowers on every corner, as
colorful as the culture that is found
here.
Many people here have famil
iarity with the United States and
some have none, but when I say I
am American, I am greeted with
respect and an open invitation to
take part in the lifestyle into which
I have immersed myself. There are
people who come to Lima from all
comers of rural Peru, and I realize
that my first week here has been fo
cused on learning the urban culture
of the country's largest city.
In order to enjoy the nightlife
of Lima, one must have plenty of
rest. I first went out with my friends
on Thursday night; we went to a
bar (yes, although I'm 20, here I
am legal by two years) where ev
erybody has a glass and shares the
cervezas on the table, conversing

and getting to know one another.
Next, we took a taxi to a friend's
house to pass time from about 10
p.m. until 11:30 p.m., when we
left to go to one of the many clubs
which stay open almost until sun
rise. The radio plays a lot of music
in English, one of my favorite
stations being 88.3, which plays
classics including Frank Sinatra.
But once at the disco, be ready to
dance: reggaeton and salsa domi
nate the scene. Although many of
the buildings and cars here seem
decrepit, the spirit of Lima is young
and boisterous.
March 21,2010

"Are there forests in the United
States?" "Are there mountains?"
he asked me. "In America there
isn't poverty," the man continued.
I made sure to be clear that what he
suggested was a misconception, but
understood this man's interpretation
of the distant existence of an exten
sive and fundamentally wealthier
American middle class.
I was seated on a curb in Lima,
awaiting my ride after playing
in "una pichanga," a small game
of soccer. The middle-aged man
to whom I spoke was a security
guard, a vigilante employed by the
University of the Pacific in Lima.

He had been employed for eight
months at that job, and I expected
him to be happy with having work.
"There is no future in this kind of
work," he explained to me. "In July
I will probably go back to the mines
in the High Sierra," where housing,
alimentation and higher pay are all
provided.
Peru is a country in which 50 to
60 percent of the economy is based
on mining, but as my geology pro
fessor explained, there is not one
university that offers a course ad
dressing the issue of contamination
as a result of the dirty and danger
ous exercise. Regardless, it is likely
that the many lower and working
class citizens who turn to mining
in order to provide for themselves
will never have the opportunity to
attend college. Scholarships are ex
tremely rare, and the state does not
provide its citizens with the aid and
resources they deserve.
Unity, I have been told by
citizens of widely varying social
classes, is the virtue that is miss
ing in Peru. The state does not take
enough interest in the well-being of
its people, forcing them to struggle
on their own for individual ad
vancement. Progress on a national
level is slow, delayed by corrupt
officials, and the public services
here are dysfunctional. There is no

effective public education system
in this country.
If children wish to receive
a valuable education, they must
enroll in a private high school
where the tuition for one student is
enough to enroll five or six students
in a public school. I am honored to
be living with a family where the
luxuries they have earned are ap
preciated. It is encouraging to be
in the company of Peruvian people
who recognize the vast social dis
crepancies of their own country,
people who have taken the gener
ous steps to do what they can to
help solve the problem by paying
for the college education of four or
five underprivileged young adults.
I see hope for Peru in fami
lies like these, who are willing
to reach out and help others help
themselves. Education is certainly
the fundamental steppingstone to
personal and national progress,
helping to move everybody for
ward together. There are forests
in the United States, and there are
mountains. There are also schools
that the miner I spoke to the other
night deserved to attend as much
as I did. It has been here in Peru,
though, where I have learned that
we as Americans must appreciate
the opportunities that we are lucky
to have.
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Guru of global tourism entertains with his tails
BRENT TUTTLE
AD. MANAGFR

Meow Mix
This Sunday I will once
again be traveling with a pent
up kitty in an automobile. My
former roommate is giving our
old kitten, named Baby Kitty, to
my mom, a self-proclaimed cat
lady.
The hardest part about driv
ing cats is the screaming. It's
seemingly never ending and ap
pears to get louder with every
bump in the road. What I have
learned after countless kitty car
trips is that, like people, they can
be calmed by music. And, also
like people, they have their own
personal musical preferences.
Clementine, the love of my
life (cat-wise), has great taste in
music. For her, car rides are best
when Beirut is playing at a rea
sonable volume. She is usually
instantly quieter and meows only
if she hears me singing along.
Once Beirut finishes,
it's
on to WHY?. Like me, Clem
loves controversial lyrics. They
make her think about points of
view she's never had and, whilst
thinking, she stops meowing.
Therefore it's best to save WHY?
for the less pleasant parts of the
three-hour drive on the 405.
After WHY? comes Rilo
Kiley. Jenny Lewis' voice can
soothe any soul, and cats are no
exception. At this point I really
wonder how music sounds to
cats. They have no idea what is
being sung and they have no idea
what musical instruments are or
how music is made at all. They
are completely ignorant of the
entire process and simply hear
constant, varying sound for a cer
tain amount of time. I'm sure this
is all tied to science in some way
or another, but it is something I
would like to learn more about
before Sunday, when I make the
three-hour drive with Baby Kitty,
an incompetent eight-month old
kitten.
Baby Kitty has a very
unique personality. Before she
was spayed she was quite wild
- scaling curtains and dragging
towels and various items of
clothing into her litter box. She
ripped holes in my hamper, oc
casionally escaped onto our front
patio, where she stayed because
she can't comprehend the con
cept of complete freedom, and
she climbed window screens.
After she was spayed, all she
wanted to do was play. She is
not used to being an only cat in a
household of four people that are
always on the go. That's why my
mom, Mary Perry, has decided to
take Baby Kitty under her wing
and welcome her into the Perry
household. The only drawback
to this is, of course, the drive to
Ventura.
I'm thinking about starting
her off with Clem's ideal playlist,
but I'm also thinking that she's a
little too hyper for Beirut and Rilo
Kiley. Maybe some Animal Col
lective would suit her better, or
some of Radiohead's older stuff
where they scream more often
than not. Or maybe some Battles,
Bassnectar or Dreamcolour.
Yeah, I think Dreamcolour would
suit her crazy little soul well.
So wish me luck on my driv
ing venture with kitty-deliverer
Ali, sister Kelsey and boyfriend
Ryan. It should be quite a road
trip, filled with sweet meows and
good tunes.

While prepping for a recent
excursion to the South American
savannah of laziness formally
known as Argentina, I found
myself wandering through the
travel literature section at my
local Barnes and Noble. I've spent
a good amount of time overseas,
enough to tell you all that the
majority of travel scribble is usu
ally a means for relatively boring
destination marketing, describing
everything as "unforgettable" or
"culturally mystic" and essentially
just baiting you for that perfect
sunset dinner of authentic third
world cuisine.
On the opposite end of the
arena, all the FOX News terror

smile when you're lying
confessions of a rogue travel write*

CHUCK THOMPSON

briefs you hear about any non-predominantly Puritan countries are
overwhelming exaggerated, and it
was on this trip to the bookstore
that my beliefs were confirmed by
a credible source.
Chuck Thompson is the
former editor-in-chief of Travelocity Magazine, as well as former
features editor of Maxim maga
zine. He's worked for numerous
publications such as Esquire,
National Geographic Adventure,
Playboy and The Los Angeles
Times, just to name a few. Along
with helping to aide newsstands
across the nation, Thompson has
also authored four books, two of
which are WWII travel guides,
and the other two rogue travel
books highlighting the flaws and
follies of global travel.
After the first words of Thomp
son's "Smile When Your're Lying:
Confessions of a Rogue Travel
Writer" it was over. Metaphori
cally speaking, this book was to
me what crack rock was to ODB.
Not long after I gobbled up the
first book did I set out in search of
the second travel diary titled, "To
Hellholes and Back: Bribes, Lies,
and the Art of Extreme Tourism."
which was an equally adventurous
collection of international tales.
Thompson's writing style
is rare in that it's brutally honest
and barbarically humorous, but all
the while incredibly informative
and intuitive. He's a blend of sev
eral heavyweights in the world of
words. My best intuitions lead me
to portray him as a rampant orgy

Chuck Thompson's cultural
of Hunter S. Thompson, Anthony
observations
are spot on and au
Bourdain, Chuck Klosterman and
Tucker Max (minus the degrada thentic to boot. He spares no ones
feelings when describing his ac
tion of the entire female gender).
count
of things. When he lays it
In essence he's the Travis
Pastrana of tourism, arranging for out, you're puffing on a Cuban,
incredibly dangerous and exotic as opposed to the Vapestar ac
excursions, all for the sake of count of things one might read in
calming his undying sense of cu another travel publication such as
The Lonely Planet or Departures
riosity. His books are the firsthand
account of intuitively hazard Magazine. He has no problem
ous climates such as the Congo, informing you as to which coun
Mexico City, Bogota, Caracas, try can house loathsome looters.
India and Southeast Asia. What Thought used car salesmen suck?
Thompson finds throughout his Go to India and find a 12-year-old
travels often debunks widespread hustling postcards. You'll never
come across more of a pestering
precautions plagued about certain
pain in the ass.
areas, such as the Congo.
Don't get the wrong impres
Other writings, such as
Thompson's treks to Caracas, sion about Thompson and his
Mexico City and Bogota com views though. In some aspects, he
pletely deflate the delusions, may be negative or cynical, which
thatinhibit people from traveling in my opinion are both adjectives
there in the first place. All of the for realistic; but he also sheds light
previously stated cities are viewed along important and upbeat ideals
by the majority of Americans as and realizations along the way.
You can imagine now his
Satanic slums where gringos are
skinned like lap dogs in Vietnam quests to over 50 countries have
run him across some pretty in
ese kitchens.
Thompson finds that though teresting company - the type you
each city may have its less desir discuss foreign policy over dollar
able neighborhoods, the majority beers until sunrise with. As the
of the people and places located in former sergeant of arms in the
these vast metropolitan cities are Alaska House of Representatives
as good-hearted and peaceful as (a position which should not be
any corn fed Anglo-Saxon Ameri affiliated with Sarah Palin) and a
can may be. The United States has walking almanac of the travel in
its bad parts too. Just remind Matt dustry, Thompson is at no loss for
Manteuffel that The Warriors suck knowledge as to how the world
and he'll instantly inform you of and all its gears go 'round. After
the dangers which the Bay Area's reading his books you'll be that
finest keep in store for opposing much closer to understanding
things as well.
parties.

Is plastic surgery necessary? Psychotherapy?
VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

It's the timeless question that
we all ask ourselves but hate to
admit. Would you ever get plastic
surgery? If so, what? How much
is too much? Deny it if you must,
but we've all at least contemplated
it. A magic fix to any superficial
flaw we perceive in our bodies is
something that's highly coveted
by many - high price tag being
negligible in the equation. But if
you were actually given the op
portunity, would you do it? In
today's world of perfection and
plastic, how far is too far?
Heidi Montag shocked the
public when she drastically altered
her physical appearance in January
due to massive amounts of plastic
surgery. Ten procedures in one day
is jaw-dropping, to say the least.
Claiming her quest for perfec
tion grew out of a desire to stop
being an "ugly duckling" (People
magazine), Montag went under
the knife to achieve her percep
tion of an ideal body. Procedures
included a mini brow lift, botox,
nose job, fat injections in her face,
a chin reduction, neck liposuction,
ears pinned back, breast augmen
tation, liposuction on waist, hips,
thighs and a buttocks augmenta
tion. More concerning than the
sky-high price tag is the fact that
she's still not done. Montag re
cently told People magazine, "I
plan to get a few more upgrades
... I'm sure as I get older I'll need
some touch-ups. I think I want to
go bigger on my boobs for [Spen
cer]."
Is plastic surgery really the
answer for this self-proclaimed
ugly duckling? It seems as though
her money would be better spent
on extensive psychotherapy. But
in our society, girls may feel
they have no other choice. We've
evolved so far that we're almost

ZIMBO.COM

Can someone remind me again what she is famous for?

living in a world of instant grati
fication. Nose is too big? Fix it.
Stomach too flabby?
Lose it.
Breasts too small? Change them.
No cost is too high and nothing
is too extreme. You all know the
famous, unspoken Hollywood
motto - you can never be too rich
or too thin.
Not to say all procedures are
bad. There's probably nothing
wrong with a botox injection here
and there, harmless maintenance if
it makes you feel better. But when
you're mindlessly correcting every
flaw or perceived imperfection,
that's where the trouble starts.
Why can't we just be happy with
our given bodies and stop killing

ourselves to achieve perfection?
When did we stop living life and
having fun in favor of stressing
ourselves out about looking like a
Barbie doll?
Maybe we just need to find
better role models. Instead of cov
eting Montag's augmented breasts
or Victoria Beckham's botoxed
forehead, look to more natural
celebrities. Kate Winslet recently
spoke out against plastic surgery
at the Toronto Film Festival. "I
want to be able to really show the
expressions on my face." She also
commented to People magazine,
"If people are noticing my boobs
in a movie and saying they do what
real boobs do then that's great."

Other anti-surgery celebs include
Gate Blanchett, Jessica Alba and
Cameron Diaz.
In hopes of promoting a
healthy mentality for today's
women, we should let go of the
quest for perfection and embrace
being ourselves. Maybe fix or
adjust something here or there,
but the overall majority of your
body should be you. After all,
that's what makes us unique and
individual. No one wants to be just
like someone else. Where's the fun
in that?
In the meantime, let's hope
the plastic surgery craze calms
down before the models turn into
mannequins.

T
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Master of Science in Nursing
APU's Master of Science in Nursing prepares students to assume advanced
practice roles as clinical nurse specialists, nurse practitioners, school nurses,
and parish/health ministry nurses. Students work closely with faculty and
clinical preceptors to learn the theory and develop the skills needed for their
advanced nursing roles.

PROGRAM BENEFITS:
• phoose from specializations such as
FNP, PNP, Adult NP, Psychiatric
Mental Health NP, Adult CNS, and
Parent-Child CNS.

The MSN at APU is accredited by the
Commission on Collegiate Nursing
Education (CCNE) and the California
Board of Registered Nursing (BRN).

• Upon completion, students meet all
requirements to be certified.and are
nationally board-eligible.

A

Classes are available now in San Diego.
Apply today!

AZUSA PACIFIC
U N I V E R S I T Y

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

IsSfM (877) 210-8839
San Diego Regional Center
5353 Mission Center Rd., Ste 300 1 San Diego, CA 92108

I2SSS www.apu.edu/nursing
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sanc|iego@apu.edu
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o.b® tampons help support the environment
by creating 58% less waste" than any applicator
brand. As national sponsors of the Great
American Cleanup, we're proud to present
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Gather a campus Cleanup team today
for your chance to win.
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Winner receives a 2010/11 Season Pass, and a
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Questions
Regardless of what hap
pens with the Trumaine Johnson
v. USD saga, the whole hoopla
brings attention to an important
issue rarely raised on campus:
the treatment of the African
American and other ethnic mi
nority athletes here at USD.
The purpose of my article
is not to make assumptions or
insinuate anything about what
happened between Johnson,
Bill Grier or USD. My purpose,
rather, is to raise questions and
evoke dialogue within a student
body that is usually relaxing at
the beach instead of engaging
in conversation about race rela
tions.
On a campus where only
three percent of the student
body is African American, it
seems that the African Ameri
can athlete serves USD Brass
similar to how Sidney Poitier
served white America in the
'50s: their success marriages
great social issues that must be
addressed.
With our eyes currently
glued to our brackets it is easy
to be blinded by the spectacle
of a diaper dandy or a daz
zling dunk. As spectators we
never peer into the social and
academic realities of college
basketball. We fail to ask the
important questions; we fail to
realize that many of these stu
dent athletes are being pimped
by their institutions as these
institutions of higher learning
are making millions off their
talents. The University of Texas
makes about 48 million dollars
in revenue from their football
program alone. And what do
these students get? Recruiters
offer the American Dream to
students, but in reality it seems
that is all it is: a dream.
A study conducted by
The Institute for Diversity and
Ethics in Sport at the University
of Central Florida shows that
45 of the 64 tournament teams
from 2000 to 2003 graduated
over 70 percent of their players.
But only 20 teams graduated 70
percent of their African Ameri
can players.
Where does USD fit into
this equation? Based on the
difficulty I have had finding
these numbers regarding USD's
graduation rate of minority ath
letes, 1 am uncertain. However,
as I stated above, I am not writ
ing this article in order to ignorantly paint the wrong picture of
USD. I am writing this article in
order to get the ball rolling and
open up dialogue.
The Vista Sports Section
hopes to revive the spirit of
Woodward and Bernstein and
get critical. In the upcoming
issues, we hope to report on the
social climate minority athletes
face at USD. We want to high
light the positives that would
come about if USD basketball
had an African American assis
tant coach on staff, as outlined
by Richard Lapchick's ground
breaking article. We want to ask
questions that have never been
asked before.
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Brandon Johnson played his last game as a Torero at the WCC Tournament. Fie leaves USD as the all-time assist and point leader.

Grier and loathing in Vegas: The 2010 season
ALBERT SAMAHA

STAFF WRITER

The moments before a car
crash trickle in a slow motion
staccato, as if illuminated by
some
macabre
strobe-light.
Metals crushing, tires screeching,
drown out every other noise in the
immediate world. The stench of
burning thickens the warm desert
air. The mind goes blank seconds
before it races, a pure calm before
the storm of reality. Then the con
scious vengefully rushes back and
the mad frenzy begins. Thoughts
from all angles permeate the mind
and the body is overwhelmed with
nonsensical requests; utter panic
within, yet a self-conscious cool
for the world. Primal instincts are
now in play. The body is in full
control and the mind becomes
nothing more than a hapless ob
server, dazed and numb from the
blitz of adrenaline.
Of course in Las Vegas it's
all part of the show, all part of
the grand spectacle. Soon the
vultures, and their lanky rubber
necks, begin to circle and gawk.
Scavengers of intrigue,starved for
entertainment. The surreality of
the mangled and smoking wreck
age provides suitable detachment.
Those involved, merely actors.
The world worth nothing if not
spectacle.
These are the circumstances
in which eight West Coast Con
ference teams competed for a
basketball championship.
The Toreros scrapped and
clawed their path to the season's
finish 1ine with a hard fought 61-59

win over seven seeded Santa Clara
and a dignified 57-72 loss to three
seeded Portland. Roberto Mafra
led the spectacle in the first game,
with the premier performance of
his San Diego career - 14 points,
12 rebounds and a school record
seven blocks.
"I got a sense in practice this
week that he had that look in his
eye," Head Coach Bill Grier said
of Mafra after the Santa Clara
game.
The win was messy but im
pressive. The Toreros shot 55
percent from the field in the first
half and committed only one turn
over in the second half; essential,
considering 16 of Santa Clara's 55
points came off USD turnovers.
Hustle, defense and clutch free
throw shooting late in the game
pushed USD to victory.
Coach Grier leaned on his
veterans, maintaining a crunch
time lineup of Brandon Johnson,
Devin Ginty, Matt Dorr, Chris
Lewis and Mafra - three seniors,
two juniors.
"I'm really proud of how our
guys fought. They bounced back
and made plays down the stretch
to win," Grier said. "We've been
in that boat several times and not
finished those situations off. I'm
proud of the way they stepped up
and got it done."
The Toreros won the game
they had to win, a game against
an athletically equivalent team.
Vegas is not a safe place for one
and dones.
Ken Rancifer was the show
the next night. The diaper dandy
gave Torero Nation an alluring
glimpse into the near future with a
career-best 20 point performance.

No other Torero scored more than
eight. Rancifer embodied the edge
with which the Toreros played. He
exuded a sense of urgency, a pal
pable competitive fire throughout
the game; seemingly taking out a
season's worth of frustrations on
the Portland defense.The Rancifer
Scowl will be the face of Torero
basketball next season.
Twenty-five bucks and a hard
brow will take you past the fringe
of Vegas spectacle, deep into the
outskirts of the American Dream.
The type of place that sends chills
up the spines of the bravest cab
bies and makes them warn, "Are
you sure you wanna go there?"
The type of place you better leave
before sunset because no clearminded taxi driver would dare
venture after dark to the moat of
filth and anguish surrounding the
Strip.
Here, sin is not commoditized but feared. The protective
lights of the City of a Thousand
Shows glows dimly on the hori
zon. Even the vultures keep their
distance. No pretense of spectacle
here, because here reality trumps
surreality.
And when the flattering tint
of spectacle peels back, the biting
embers of residual loathing burn
clearly. In this harsh world the To
reros are an offensively incompe
tent, 21 loss team. A team losing
their all-time leading scorer, but
gaining the top recruiting class in
the conference. Sure, there is solid
hope The team will be young and
hungry and comprised mainly of
two strong Bill Grier recruiting
classes.

But really, hope is all there
is. Hope that the plethora of po
tential is realized. Hope that Bill
Grier is the coach Torero Nation
thought he was two years ago - a
hardnosed defensive grandmaster
with a brilliant basketball mind,
rather than the coach many in
Torero Nation think he is now - a
high maintenance, overpaid yeller
who can't connect with college
athletes.
Grier will have a team of his
recruits. The critics can no longer
cite success to Brad Holland's
players and the supporters can
no longer cite failure to recruit
ing transition. Bill Grier's hand is
set, the proper cards in place, and
the program's chips are all on the
table.
The vultures are already
circling. The most popular man
on the campus of a 21-loss team
tends to be the previous coach.
Perhaps first round tournament
upsets of powerhouse programs
spoil a fan base.
"It was just a very difficult
year on all of us. Players, our
staff, our fans, everyone, espe
cially after the way we got off to
such a good start with great wins
early in the year," Grier said, "but
I think for the most part we played
pretty hard."
The smoldering mess in the
middle of the street draws junk
ies and jesters. The junkies stare
with sadistic pleasure and the
jesters mock with cowardly eyes.
Spectacle breeds spectacle and
the looking glass peers both ways.
Freaks love a freak show.
The horror, the horror.
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Toreros sport new look for motivation
CHRISTOPHER HANNEKE

SPURTS CO-FDITOR

STAFF WRITFR

Underachieving.
You've
probably heard that word a lot on
the USD campus this year. From
the underachieving football team
to the underachieving basketball
team, the list goes on when dis
cussing USD athletics. But the last
place you would have expected to
hear it was around Cunningham
Stadium.
This was supposed to be the
place where the Toreros baseball
team avoided that same cruel fate
that every other USD team has
faced. It was supposed to be the
safe haven where a nationally
ranked Toreros ball club would
feast on other opponents and give
USD at least one conference title
to brag about.
But as the young season has
slowly grown older, it is a word
that not even the Torero Baseball
team has been able to avoid.
Underachieving. No word
better sums up the first 18 games
of the season. The USD hitters
averaged a meager 4.4 runs per
game in the 14 games following
the opening weekend series when
they took three of four games
from Indiana.
However, with the way the
Torero pitching staff was heralded
coming in to the season, this was
supposed to be acceptable. But
aside from sophomore Sammy
Solis, USD pitchers failed to live
up to their billing, allowing a dis
appointing 5.6 runs per game over
that same 14 game stretch.
Over spring break, the Tore
ros played plenty of baseball with
an opportunity to prove them
selves worthy of their preseason
ranking as the 19th ranked team in
the country.
The team started out the
break getting shut out by a tal
ented, but beatable, SEC team
in the Kentucky Wildcats. The
Toreros then bounced back and
swept a two-game series against

Rooting
interest
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Nick McCoy and Mike Ferraro show off the rally 'hawks they sported for last weekends games.

Monmouth, N.J. before dropping
another contest to the 15th ranked
UC Irvine Anteaters.
Following the sweep, the
Toreros began play in the SDSU
Invitational. As has been the case
for seemingly every USD team,
the team continued with their
trend of beating teams they are
expected to beat, and losing to
teams that presented a challenge.
They beat University of San Fransisco and Fresno State, but lost to
a ranked Cal State Fullerton team
that already beat them early on in
March.
Perhaps the chatter around
Cunningham Stadium got to the
Toreros; perhaps they wanted to
salvage what has been a disap
pointing year for USD athletics.
But when they entered a weekend
series with the 14th ranked Rice
Owls, they were met with an
unfamilar source of motivation.
Seniors Nick McCoy and Mike
Ferraro came to the stadium with

fresh new mohawks and it had a
profound effect on the team.
"We just wanted to get the
guys loose and relaxed for the big
game," Ferraro said. "But it actu
ally got the guys pumped up and
everyone really rallied around it."
The Toreros entered with a
hunger that had not been seen this
season.
For once, they looked deter
mined to prove that while the first
18 games of their season may be
summed up as an underachievement, the rest of their season cer
tainly would not be.
Friday night's game steered
them back in the right direction
with a gutsy 6-4 victory. Kyle
Blair was impressive on the hill,
but it was the bat of James Meador
that was most valuable in the vic
tory, and the Toreros set the tone
for the series.
If Friday's game was gutsy,
then Saturday's was downright
fearless. Even as the game went

back and forth for the first nine
innings of play, the Toreros never
wavered, and junior shortstop
Tony Strazzara hit a walk off
single in the bottom of the tenth
inning to give the Toreros a 6-5
win.
On Sunday, the Toreros were
in perfect position to sweep the
Owls, carrying a 6-5 lead into the
top of the ninth.
But Darrin Campbell blew
the save and allowed a four run
inning. Now trailing by three runs,
USD fought back in the bottom
half, but they only managed two
runs and dropped a close one 9-8.
Still, the series exceeded
expectations and put the team at
11-10 on the season. Should the
Toreros keep things going after
this impressive showing against
Rice, they will almost definitely
look back to these three games as
the turning point in their season
and credit the rally 'hawks for
pumping them up.

Lady Toreros end season on losing note
JOEY SHOEN

STAFF WRITER

The Lady Toreros' Basket
ball season can be described
by the oxymoron consistently
inconsistent, much like jumbo
shrimp.
The Lady Toreros had more
ups and downs than David Hasselhoff's career. A six game
winning streak? Check. A three
game losing streak? How about
two of them? A mid-season
tournament title? Yep. Ending
their season by falling in the first
round of their conference tourna
ment to a three-win Santa Clara
team? Why not?
The Lady Toreros proved
during their 2009-2010 cam
paign that they could compete
with anyone. Unfortunately, that
also meant they had the uncanny
ability to let some inferior teams
hang around with them or, in
Santa Clara's case, beat them.
A six-game winning streak
at the beginning of league play
had USD in a great position to
make the postseason, but the
Lady Toreros lost eight of their
last 12 games and are stuck
watching March Madness like
the rest of us.
Despite the disappointing
finish to the year, there were
quite a few bright spots on the
roster. Sophomore guard Do-

MORGAN PAYNE Mi
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Dominique Conners breaks down after the Torero loss at the WCC Tournament in Las Vegas. The Tore
ros were upset by Santa Clara en route to another disappointing finish to a season.

minique Conners and junior for
ward Sam Child proved to be one
of the top one-two punches in the
conference.
Conners was named FirstTeam All-WCC after averaging
16 points and five rebounds per
game, while Child chipped in
just under 12 points per contest
in being named to the All-WCC
honorable mention team. New
comer Felicia Wijenberg recov

ered from an early-season injury
to record two double-doubles
in the last month of the season
to make the conference's AllFreshmen team. Snubbed from
the postseason all-conference
rosters, senior forward Morgan
Henderson was the glue that held
everything together and had sev
eral big scoring games herself.
Returning everyone
but
Henderson, USD has plenty to

be optimistic about heading into
next year. The returning players
should all get better with another
season under their belts, and the
team has one of the best recruit
ing classes in the program's his
tory to add to the mix.
"I know this group will get
back to work," Head Coach Cindy
Fischer said. "We have some tre
mendous recruits coming in and
we'll be back here next year."

The omnipresent question of
who to root for once your bracket
sports more red than green is even
more pertinent in this year's tour
nament.
For those of you lucky
enough to still have your pick
competing for the National Title, I
applaud you. My pick, the Kansas
Jayhawks, supplied me only with
utter disappointment, not the ju
bilation I anticipated while filling
out my bracket. All of you who
chose Kentucky, Syracuse or some
other team still in contention, you
enviably have a team to cheer on
as the rounds progress.
I am here to offer a sugges
tion for the countless people that
saw their dreams of bracket su
premacy dashed by the Panthers
of Northern Iowa, or even earlier
when Ohio shocked third-seeded
Georgetown. As much as it may
pain you, I implore you to cheer
on your WCC brothers, Saint
Mary's.
With the Toreros disappoint
ing season mercifully concluded
and perennial tournament con
tenders Gonzaga out of the Big
Dance, the Gaels stand as the sole
WCC representative on this, the
most prominent of national stages
in college basketball.
Why should you root for the
team you hate so much? Their
success in the tournament legiti
mizes our entire conference, and
therefore us as well. If the Gaels
manage to pull off a miraculous
third straight upset, they will be
one of the biggest stories of the
year in sports. This will help bol
ster the WCC's status as one of
the fastest rising conferences in
all of college hoops, and will keep
us in mind come selection time
next year and beyond.
Perhaps the most intriguing
aspect of this possible newfound
fanship is the fact that Saint
Mary's actually has a reasonable
shot at advancing to the Elite
Eight, and perhaps further. They
are set to play a Baylor squad in
the Sweet 16 that has looked less
than worthy of the three seed they
were awarded by the selection
committee. With single digit wins
over Sam Houston State and Old
Dominion, the Bears have limped
into the third round thanks, in large
part, to a very kind schedule.
Star guard LaceDarius Dunn
will present the biggest matchup
problem for the Gaels, but they
have a matchup nightmare
themselves in 6'11" beast Omar
Samhan. Against tournament
teams this year, Samhan has aver
aged a staggering 24 points and
12 rebounds through eight games.
He plays his best when the stakes
are highest and the tilt against
Baylor will be the biggest game
of his career.
While it may be awkward to
cheer on a team that has earned
only your disdain and ridicule
throughout the years, it is cer
tainly in your immediate interest
to see them advance as far as pos
sible. Their run, however long it
may last, is a key factor in seeing
the Toreros back in the tourna
ment. That way you won't have to
worry about who to root for any
longer.
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Former Torero dunks USD with lawsuit
Johnsons class action lawsuit accuses USD of racial discrimination and racial profiling
JOHNSON, continued
The San Diego Police Department is
mentioned as conspiring to violate the civil
and constitutional rights of Johnson by
agreeing with USD Public Safety to falsely
arrest Johnson for an incident in February
2009.
The class action lawsuit states that it is
on behalf of African Americans "who have
been and will be subjected to the humiliation
of being targeted, harassed, interrogated,
detained, searched and wrongfully accused
of crime" by USD and SDPD. Two specific
incidents are cited in the lawsuit. First, in
December 2008 Johnson was accused of
kicking a white student's car after witnesses

The crimes include weapons possession,
marijuana possession, battery, public in
toxication and a minor possessing alcohol.
The lawsuit mentions that none of the stu
dents involved in the crimes were African
American and that none of the students
were arrested.
The lawsuit discusses instances of
USD's "failure to promote diversity." In
1990, representatives of the Irvine Foun
dation, a non-profit organization devoted
to promoting social equality, declared that
USD was a "homogenous school in dire
need of funding to expand diversity."
According to the lawsuit, USD was
"so homogenous that there was a possibil
ity the school would lose accredatation."

'According to the lawsuit Johnson was
'unlawfully stopped, racially profiled, tack
led to the ground, kneed in the back, pep
per sprayed in the face, and then wrong
fully arrested.' 9 9
had "seen a group of black basketball players
walking near the white student's vandalized
car at some point." Johnson was suspended
by Coach Grier for eight games following
the incident; however a later investigation
proved that the footprint on the car did not
match Johnson's.
Johnson claims Coach Grier defamed
him by announcing that he had been sus
pended for "behavior unbecoming of a USD
student athlete."
Second, on Feb. 8,2009, Johnson was
allegedly "unlawfully stopped, racially
profiled, tackled to the ground, kneed in the
back, pepper sprayed in the face and then
wrongfully arrested" by Public Safety of
ficer Jason Baker. According to the lawsuit,
Johnson begged for medical attention but
Baker refused to provide him with water to
flush his burning eyes. Baker claims John
son assaulted him and Johnson was arrested
by San Diego police. USD basketball player
Matt Dorr witnessed the event and disputes
Baker's version of the story.
According to the lawsuit, Dorr at
tempted to have several SDPD officers take
his statement but they refused. A USD pro
fessor who had caught part of the incident
on tape made the same request but was also
refused.
When the professor went to the police
station, the officers denied him admission
and refused to take his statement. Dorr
would later make a statement at the station,
but his statement was absent from the police
report.
The lawsuit claims that Baker "fabri
cated events to justify the unlawful attack
he had just perpetrated." Assistant Vice
President for Public Safety, Larry Barnett,
would not comment as to whether ot not
Baker still works on campus.
On Feb. 18, 2009, Johnson was again
suspended for violating undisclosed team
rules. By the end of the month, Grier an
nounced that Johnson would not return to
the team. At the time, Johnson told the San
Diego Union-Tribune that the first suspen
sion was for "missing class twice" and that
the second suspension was for a minor rules
infraction.
The Union-Tribune has since reported
that according to Johnson's lawyer, Mary
Frances Provost, Johnson made those com
ments and did not take legal action until
now because he was "scared" of retaliation
and "didn't want to make waves," as he was
seeking to transfer schools.
Johnson and Dorr filed complaints with
USD, claiming Baker's attack was racially
motivated. USD's Affirmative Action Direc
tor Charles Batey rejected the complaint.
The lawsuit lists six crimes that took
place the same day of the alleged assault.

The suit further claims that by 2000, "hate
crimes were rampant on campus and regu
larly reported on the news." In 2009, black
students made up just over two percent of
USD's student population.
In attempts to contact President Mary
Lyons in person, the Office of the President
informed The Vista that Lyons was away
on travel. Through email, however, Lyons
offered no comment, citing pending litiga
tion involving the university. Messages left
on Coach Grier's voice mailbox last Friday
have not been answered as of this publica
tion's printing.
The Vista spoke with Chief Larry Bar
nett at his daily "Coffee with the Chief," a
forum to discuss campus safety concerns.
Barnett took questions but refrained from
commenting at this time, instead referring
The Vista to USD's General Counsel, Kelly
Douglas.
In The Vista's attempt to contact Doug
las in person, the General Counsel office
informed The Vista that she was in a meet
ing. Later, Douglas offered no comment and
referred The Vista to Pamela Gray, repre
sentative of USD public relations.
Gray also gave no comment, per Uni
versity policy during a pending litigation.
Johnson is currently enrolled at Saint
Mary's College, the same school to which
former USD basketball player Rob Jones
transferred. Along with Jones, Johnson
should be eligible to play basketball again
next season. Saint Mary's and USD are both
in the West Coast Conference.
Johnson was a freshman on the memo
rable 2007-2008 Toreros. After the team's
mediocre start to the season, Coach Grier
inserted Johnson into the starting lineup.
With Johnson starting, the Toreros finished
12-3, winning the WCC Tournament and
upsetting UConn in the first round of the
NCAA tournament.
After leaving the team, Johnson told
the Union-Tribune, "I love USD, I love the
time I've been here and I'll love the rest of
my time at USD. But playing-wise, I just
couldn't see it working out."

Send your "Hot or Not"
suggestions to Ryan
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Johnson, seen here during his USD days, was a valuable asset to the Toreros.
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Tom Rinaldi

Tiger's interview

Northern Iowa

Kansas

Ali Farokhmanesh

Questionable threes
Georgetown

NBA Jam
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Joe Mauer

Jack Bauer
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Univ. of Washington
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